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The full Gospel

Predestined
by David Viles, Hayes, England
Chosen in Christ
At the time of writing, the world was waiting anxiously in the run-up
to the US presidential election for the announcement of the final
result. It would be momentous, not only for that country, but for the
whole globe - the people would make their choice. The winner faces
uncertainty about the outcome of his presidency and about the view
that history will take of the success or failure of, arguably, the most
powerful politician on the planet.
As Christians, by contrast, we may feel like those whom the apostle
Paul surveyed in the Church in Corinth: not many of you were wise ...;
not many were influential; not many were of noble birth. 1 Yet
however we may be ranked by the society or the culture around us,
each one of us has been personally picked out - elected - not by the
votes of our peers but by the Almighty God Himself. The Bible assures
us that each and every child of God has had God the Father voting
him or her in - to an inheritance incorruptible and undefiled ...
reserved in heaven for you. 2 So, for us, there is no uncertainty about a
successful outcome, or about our personal mandate -our election is
from God and therefore a source of inexpressible encouragement
and joy!
It is a truth at the very bedrock of God's purposes for each Christian
that this act of election was an eternal one, beyond the judgement of
history, because it took place before the foundation of the world. 3
This is the time, although the word is scarcely relevant in the
context, when the counsels of the Godhead were meditated,
deliberated and resolved into action. It is the setting for the eternal
Lamb of God, foreknown ... before the foundation of the world,4
choosing freely to
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take on the accomplishment of the whole redemptive master plan of God.5 At this very same
time, fellow believer, your name and my name were indissolubly associated with that plan and
linked irrevocably with the One who chose to achieve it so gloriously, because at that very
time God chose us in Him? When we contemplate the amazing grace of God's election of
people such as us in parallel with the mutual choice of His incomparable Son to deal with
our sin, are we not moved like Paul to cry, Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ 6?
Elect according to the foreknowledge of God
We approach the truth of predestination in Rom.8:30 treading the stepping stones of
Scripture, recognising that at each one we are walking on holy ground. The previous verse
refers to the foreknowledge of God, a truth which the title of this section (from 1 Pet.1:2)
links with our personal election in Christ.
Over the Christian centuries, much ink and not a little invective have been expended in
endeavouring to balance the twin truths of divine election and God's foreknowledge. To the
human mind, election - and predestination - may appear deterministic, allowing little room
for human choice, particularly in the matter of salvation. It is the power of choice that makes
a person truly human, and the Scriptures make abundantly clear that every individual has
that power - for example the Lord Jesus said that anyone can choose whether or not to do
God's will.7 Yet the same Lord also said - emphatically - of His disciples All that the Father
gives Me will come to Me... No one can come to Me unless the Father ...draws him} and
Luke speaks of as.8 many as had been appointed to eternal life believing.9 These statements
make clear that it is not we who choose Christ but He who first chooses us.
Some have sought to reconcile these problems into an intellectually satisfying framework by
limiting the foreknowledge of God in the matter of salvation to His electing only those
whom He knew in advance would respond positively to the Gospel message. This leaves
room for individuals to exercise their own free will to choose according to the
foreknowledge of God.
The problem with this interpretation is that limiting the power of God in any respect flies in
the face of all that He has revealed about Himself to our human minds. His ways are not our
ways, and he is not limited by our modes of thought.10 It also fails to do justice to the fact
that faith itself, although we clearly exercise it freely at salvation, is nevertheless also the gift
of God; Paul emphasises that salvation is a matter of grace (from God) and not of works (by
individual choice).11 So the faith and repentance of an individual are not the cause of God's
choice of that person, but the result. The operation of our will within God's elective purpose
is not an easy concept to our limited human minds - we can only accept it by faith. Paul, by
the Spirit, helps us with the example of Jacob and Esau (by human standards a simple case of
sibling rivalry)
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by projecting its significance through God's perspective: two baby boys who had no
opportunity to choose or exercise faith having the rights of primogeniture reversed so that
the purpose of God according to election might stand, not of works but of Him who calls.12
We are forced to acknowledge the sovereignty of God and the righteousness of all His
judgements.13 And to rejoice that, just as the whole course and purpose of the illustrious life of
the Lamb of God was foreknown by His Father before the foundation of the world,4 so our
less exemplary lives are too.
Also predestined to be ...
For whom He foreknew, He also predestined.14 God chooses people and then predestines
them. Paul's argument in Rom.8 now moves to the next stepping stone of Gospel truth, from
divine attributes which focus primarily on the moment of salvation to the wider context of
the believer's life here - and beyond!
The concept of predestination - literally to determine beforehand - sits ill with the prevailing
spirit of the age, at least in western cultures which emphasise personal freedom and
minimal constraint. A common criticism is that the doctrine smacks of fatalism - that the
course of life is predetermined so that what will be must be, to be borne with resignation.
This would be true if the context were one of subjection to an impersonal destiny with no
discernible purpose. For the Christian, however, the very opposite is thankfully true,
because it is God who determines having in love foreordained us.15 It is God's everlasting
love16 which is the motivating power behind what He determines, and that makes all the
difference to our understanding of His determinations.
God has revealed to us His ultimate purpose, the true meaning of the universe - to
subordinate everything to Christ.17 And, most movingly, Paul goes on to confirm that in this
great plan we were also chosen, having been predestined ... in conformity with the purpose
of his will...for the praise of his glory... 18 "We also" - two little words which cause us to
marvel at the scope of divine elective love, embracing both our present and future existence:
Predestined to be adopted as sons.19 The force of this expression can be likened to being
chosen to work for the family firm. Adoption was a familiar and serious legal procedure
for the Ephesians to whom Paul was writing. It was young adults who were normally
adopted, to receive the full rights of sons,20 in our case for the good pleasure of His will}9
Predestined for service. In response to the charge that belief in predestination can make
the Christian lazy and complacent, Scripture makes it clear that the believer's response
must be to serve the Lord in holiness. Peter calls upon us to be even more diligent to make
your calling and election sure21 through active pursuit of spiritual growth. Just as the
Christian can rejoice in being chosen before the universe was, so he can
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devote himself to identifying and performing his quota of the good works which God has
prepared in advance for us to do.22
Predestined for transformation. To be truly able to live to the praise of God's glory
requires transformation into the image of the only Person who ever did so. That is our
ultimate destiny - we cannot fail to be transformed into His likeness, because we have
been predestined for it.23 At that time, God's glory will be our glory too - destined for us
since before time began (that expression again) as we enter into the reality of what God
has prepared for those who love Him.24 The challenge for us in this world is to make
increasing progress now towards this ultimate reality - it will demand discipline and
possible suffering - dying to sin so that Christ's life might be revealed in our mortal
bodies.25
References:
(1) 1 Cor.1:26 NIV (2) 1 Pet.1:4 (3) Eph.1:4 (4) 1 Pet.1:20 RV (5) Isa.6:8 (6) Eph.1:3
(7) Jn 7:17 (8) Jn 6:37,44 (9) Acts 13:48 (10) Isa.55:8-9 (11) Eph.2:8-9 (12) Rom.9:11-13
(13) Gen.18:25; Dan.4:35 (14) Rom.8:29 (15) Eph.1:4 & 5 RVM (16) Jer.31:3
(17) Eph.1:9-10 (18) Eph.1:11-12 NIV (19) Eph.1:5-6 (20) Gal.4:5 NIV (21) 2 Pet 1:10
NIV (22) Eph.2:10 NIV (23) Rom.8:29; 2 Cor.3:18; Phil.3:20-21 (24) 1 Cor.2:7-10
(25) 2 Cor.4:10
Bible quotations from NKJV unless otherwise stated
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The full Gospel

Called
by Geoff Hydon, Mount Forest, Canada
What is the difference between a dog and a cat as a pet? Well, usually
the dog conies when you call it, but the cat only comes if it thinks
you are going to feed it: annoying! It is hard for us to enter into God's
feelings, knowing He could call, but there would be no response
because people are too focused on their selfish pursuits. Yet God calls
us by His Word, which the Spirit of God uses, whether in its written
form or in the preaching, to accomplish the aim of the call. 1 In our text
(Rom.8:30), it says: ...these whom He predestined, He also called;
and these whom He called, He also justified; and these whom He
justified, He also glorified. These terms could well be applied uniquely
to the Messiah, but here they are amazingly focused on Christian
believers. Here, 'to call' means to summon, not to 'name' - although
elsewhere 'to call' does mean that.2 So God does indeed call, or
summon, people and this Scripture is dealing with those who do
respond, to the delight of God. Theologians describe this as an
effectual call, a call that achieves its purpose. We know that is the
case here because the next phrase says the same people who are called
are also justified, and God does not simply justify everyone,3 so the
'called' here are only those who respond positively. But, we must ask,
why do they?

Responding to the Gospel call
In the oversimplified dog/cat illustration we contrasted obedience with
self-will. It is important to see that obedience in responding to God's
call is just as much an act of our will as disobedience is. God may
expect 'subjection' and 'submission' as well as 'obedience'. Subjection
first involves us in knowing our place;4 we recognize we are subject to
God's will, which is true whether we like it or not. Submission is a
lovely description, implying that someone already realizes they
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are subject, and therefore yields their will:5 it is a positive attitude of mind. Obedience is the
means by which we voluntarily show our submission to God, not turning a deaf ear to His
word but putting it into effect in the thing He has subjected us to.6 Some regrettably and
wrongly picture obedience to God more like our cat analogy: you can force a cat to come to
you when you call, because it is subject to your power. You will not get any voluntary
submission of course, and you will know from its claws that forced compliance is not the
same as obedience!
God continues to call people through the gospel,7 from darkness to light, from sinfulness to
sanctification, from burdens to rest, from doom to glory. God calls not only to salvation from
hell,8 but to the knowledge of the truth;9 the gospel is the medium of God's continuous call
to the sinner and to the saint; so extensive! Our text is almost a precis of Eph.2:1-10. The
glorious gospel message is directed to the many and effectively reaches each one for whom
it is intended.10 It would be impossible anyway to confine the preaching of the gospel to just
those whom God has chosen, so the message goes to all. By God's foreknowledge and
predestination11 only His chosen will respond and only their sins will be atoned for,12 though
the value of Christ's sacrifice is sufficient for all.13 He indeed first chooses those who will be
called, even though it is also absolutely true that they are saved because they respond in faith
to the gospel message (and if some are unsaved it also reflects their own decision, for which
they are fully accountable, and cannot blame God that they did not receive His call).14
So are any forced to accept the call? No! If you are saved you may have already come to
realize how it happened. In probably the most selfless act of your entire life, you fell into
line with God's benevolent will and placed faith in the saviour He has provided. It was an act
of pure obedience. He called; you responded. You were subject to your position as a sinner
meriting the judgment of God. Changing your mind from your previous unbelief of whatever
degree, you submitted wholeheartedly to the Lordship of Christ and decided to follow Him as
a disciple. In your obedience, you could fulfil the Scripture about believing in your heart
that God had raised Him from the dead and confessing with your mouth that Jesus is Lord. 15
You didn't make Him Lord by responding to God's call, for He is Lord and Christ whether
people wish to accept that reality or not.16 But you personally put His Lordship into effect in
your life, by acting in faith that He is who the Bible says He is. You became obedient from
the heart.17 And so you could begin to learn that His calling enables you to walk with Him in
ongoing obedience to the gospel. Where does that path lead? How can we keep on track?
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The Spirit's work
The context of Rom.8 is firstly about the Spirit of God. He it is who communicates with our
human spirit to enable us to hear God's call and appropriate God's salvation, and He
witnesses to that reality.18 It is as though He gives us a hearing aid, so that the missed message
of the gospel can be heard distinctly; but more than hearing is involved as the Spirit brings
necessary conviction of the truth.19 So those who reject the gospel message are not merely
rejecting theoretical propositions, but rejecting the operation of the Holy Spirit.20 The
Spirit's work continues in those called, to conform them to Christ, for we have been
predestined to this.21 That of course looks forward to an ultimate completion, but may
profitably be considered also as a work in progress,22 enabled by the Spirit of God. There is a
purpose for the called ones. Rom.8:28, in the same context as our text, says: God causes all
things to work together for good to those who love God, to those who are called according
to His purpose. Of course, our love for God is in response to the call, not the cause of it. Love
for Him, Spirit-produced,23 will delight the heart of God.24 And that love may need to be
expressed in a positive reaction to all kinds of external opposition, if that is the path the purpose
of God determines for our good. But our chapter goes on to reveal our strengthening by
Christ's intercession and our absolute assurance of victory as effectually called ones,
because we cannot be separated from the love of God, in Christ Jesus.
A call to a walk
He has a purpose even now in His call, and it is to govern our walk, that is our direction and
preoccupation in life.25 Have we sought to discover that purpose, and to pursue it?26 'Seeingeye' guide dogs hopefully know their master's purpose and direction, and don't go off
chasing other distracting things. Are we content to follow our Master's directions in response
to His call? Of course, we are not leading a blind master, we are following an all-seeing
Master and Lord, whose purpose is to bring about what is good for us; and we need good
spiritual eyesight for this.27 Where do we see Him leading? God calls those He has sanctified
into the fellowship of His Son Jesus Christ our Lord,28 a fellowship (community) that is
the precious property of the risen Lord. Not every believer appreciates the reality of this
amazing truth. This term is used in the context of people serving in a church of God,
comprised of those who are 'saints by calling', a literal reading of 1 Cor.1:2. Not just titled
'saints', named that way, but having received an irrevocable29 call from God to be saints.
What then should a called saint be doing? Living out their call in a church of God, which is
no doubt why such churches are also called churches of the saints.30 But note that it says that
such people have already been sanctified in Christ Jesus; God's call to sainthood is effectual.
But those who are saints
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are to be saints, obediently responding to the Lord's imperative call to come to Him,31 and
making their 'calling and election sure'.32,33
References:
(1) Jn 16:8; Rom.10:8,14-17 (2) e.g. Jn 1:42 (3) Ex.23:7 (4) See for instance 1 Cor.11:310; 15:27 (5) Heb.13:17 (6) e.g. Heb.5:9; 11:8 (7) 2 Thess.2:13-14; Isa.45:22; Mk.16:1516; 1 Cor.1:23-24; 2 Tim.1:9; Heb.9:15; 1 Pet.2:9 (8) Rom.9:22-24 (9) 1 Tim.2:4
(10) Matt.22:14 though the primary application is future (11) For further reading see the
paper on predestination in the January 2013 issue of NT (12) Rom.3:22-26 (13) 1 Tim.2:6
(14) Rom.9:18-21; Jn 5:40; 1 Cor.1:23-24 (15) Rom.10:9 (16) Acts 2:36
(17) Rom.6:16-18 (18) Rom.8:16 (19) Jn 16:8-15 (20) Acts 7:51; Mk.3:28-29
(21) Rom.8:29 (22) See for instance Eph.4:13-17, the last verse focusing on a changed
walk (23) Gal.5:22 (24) Hos.6:6 (25) 1 Thess.2:12 (26) 2 Pet.1:10; Phil.2:12-13
(27) 2 Pet.1:3-9 (28) 1 Cor.1:9 ESV (29) Rom.11:29 Note: the gifts are plural but the call is
singular and all-encompassing (30) 1 Cor.14:33 Note: "church" translates a Greek word
meaning "called out" (31) Matt.11:28 (32) 2 Pet.1:10 NKJV (33) For a more in-depth
treatment of this overall subject, see NT Series 2009 'The Call of Christ'
All references from NASB unless otherwise stated
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The full Gospel

Justified
by David Woods, Manchester, England
Think about how the word 'justify' is used in everyday language: it
usually describes the process of someone proving that he meets
certain criteria specified or demanded by others.
If it were a legal setting, then someone accused of a crime would
attempt to prove his innocence by demonstrating that he has been
abiding by the law of the country. His provable history would justify
him, and a convinced judge and jury would pronounce that person 'not
guilty'.
Or think about applying for a job because you know you possess the
qualifications and experience listed in the job advertisement. When it
comes to the interview you have opportunity to personally expand the
details you've given in your supplied CV (which has convinced the
employer enough to invite you this far). Proven past achievements and
your current abilities will justify your suitability to undertake the role,
if you are successful and offered the position.
We see that justification has everything to do with past achievements
and maintaining a standard expected by others. When we turn to the
Bible, 'justification' is the act of God declaring a sinner righteous in
His sight, an evidently guilty party receiving a 'not guilty' verdict!
How can that be possible?
Paul quoted a statement originally found in Ps.14 & 53: There is none
righteous, no, not one. 1 Each person is guilty before a perfect, holy
God, guilty of failure to honour Him and to give thanks to Him for
being who He is, what He has done and continues to do.2 We chose, and
continue to choose, to live for ourselves, according to our own
standards rather than God's.3 God, as the Creator of all things, has
every right to set the standards
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by which life should be lived. Our decisions to not do those things that He says we must do, and to
do those things that He says we shouldn't do, means we are all guilty of sin. We have a tarnished
past that's impossible to hide from an all-seeing and all-knowing God,4 who is the Judge of all the
earth.5 God is not an imperfect judge employed by a state to be the arbiter of an imperfect justice
system; the law is His and He is the only one capable of administering His perfect justice without
compromising His righteousness.
By experience we know that the consequences of justice are usually greater when an offended
person is considered worthy of significant respect and honour within society. I've heard it described
this way: to slap a friend in the face would probably result in a return slap. To do the same to a
policeman would probably result in an arrest. To repeat the act against the leader of the country
would probably result in a significant jail term, or, in some countries, the death sentence. We must
remind ourselves that our infinitely holy God is immeasurably offended by our sin.
God's justification of a sinner is only possible because the death of Jesus Christ was on behalf of
sinners, and for their sins.6 Christ, the one provided by God to be the means by which His love,
grace and mercy would come to us, has borne the judgment of God against that sin in the place of
the sinner.7 God, being satisfied fully by the sacrifice of Jesus (who endured all the wrath of God
against the sinner's sin) is then able to declare the sinner righteous without compromising His
holiness and His justice.8 Justification is ours through faith in the Saviour God has provided.9
The question remains: why is it righteous for God to punish a righteous person instead of a guilty
one? Surely this action is in itself unrighteous, even when the sufferer is willing? One of the best
places to turn to in the Bible for a help in understanding this is 2 Cor.5:14-21: This declares that 'we
have concluded this: that one has died for all, therefore all have died; and he died for all, that those
who live might no longer live for themselves but for him who for their sake died and was raised ... if
anyone is in Christ, he is a new creation. The old has passed away; behold, the new has come ... in
Christ God was reconciling the world to himself, not counting their trespasses against them, and
entrusting to us the message of reconciliation. ... For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no
10
sin, so that in him we might become the righteousness of God. This message is reinforced many
times in the New Testament. God sees believers in the Lord Jesus as having been united with Him
by faith, so that when He died they died with Christ;11 they are described as 'in Christ'. This is the
'great exchange': God, in His love, considered and treated His Son as a sin bearer (though He was
without sin12) suffering in His death the righteous wrath of God against sin, so that those who would
believe and have faith in Him would then be considered and treated by God as righteous like Jesus
Christ! God has declared His full satisfaction in the atoning death of His Son
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by raising Him from the dead: [righteousness] will be counted to us who believe in him who raised
from the dead Jesus our Lord, who was delivered up for our trespasses and raised for our
justification.13 There was nothing unrighteous in the perfect Saviour that could hold Him in the
judgment of death. He lives for our justification.
Christian believers are justified by his grace as a gift, through the redemption that is in Christ
Jesus, whom God put forward as a propitiation by his blood, to be received by faith.14 Propitiation
is a word that describes God being satisfied by the death of His perfect, righteous Son on behalf of
believing sinners. The atonement brought about by this reconciles God and men, formerly separated
by sin. Notice that justification is a gift, not something earned, received by faith alone. There is
absolutely nothing sinners can provide to earn this righteous standing before God, and we should
jettison any thought that we contribute something towards this righteousness.
For centuries various interpretations and teachings have divided Christians on this topic. In the early
16th Century, at the beginning of the Reformation, Martin Luther's understanding of 'justification
by faith alone' (sola fide) was the main reason for his challenge of the Roman Catholic Church's
view of initial justification (achieved at the time a person, or child, is baptised), and permanent
justification (achieved by a life of good works and holy living). Protestant churches have since
adopted Luther's view, maintaining that justification is not achieved by works but received by
faith.15 That said, some Protestant groups today teach that while justification is by faith alone, a
person can lose his salvation by a failure to maintain his faith, thereby losing his justified standing
before God (like securing a place on the team but then being dropped when the standard of your
performances slips).
In Churches of God we believe and teach that justification by faith for salvation is a one-time event
in a person's life, a work instigated and completed by God that cannot be overturned. One of the key
Scriptures to support this is our series' focus verse, where Paul describes God's actions in the past
tense, indicating that something has been done already, completed by God, not men - those whom
he predestined he also called, and those whom he called he also justified ...16 The verses that follow
on further confirm this once-for-all justification, stressing that it's a work of God alone, and
declaring that nothing, and no one, has any ability to reverse God's act of justifying someone. Who
shall bring any charge against God's elect? It is God who justifies. Who is to condemn?... Who
shall separate us from the love of Christ?... [nothing] in all creation, will be able to separate us
17
from the love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord. There's no appeal court here! There is therefore
now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus.18
Scriptures that might, at first reading, give the impression that our salvation and our justified status
can be revoked, usually refer to loss of God-given
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reward for a life that fails to live up to the standard by which God views the justified
sinner.19 We are warned repeatedly to live a life that honours and glorifies God, that declares
to God, and to others, the righteousness of Christ. Let's be careful not to fail in our
responsibility to live up to what we have become in Christ.
References:
(1) Rom.3:10 (2) see Rom.1:21 (3)Rom.3:23 (4)Heb.4:13 (5) Gen.18:25 (6) Rom.5:8
(7) 1 Pet.2:24; 2 Cor.5:21 (8) Rom.3:21-26; 1 Pet.3:18 (9) Rom.4:5
(10) see also 1 Pet.3:18 (11) Rom.6:8 (12) see 1 Pet.2:22 (13) Rom.4:24-25
(14) Rom.3:24-25 (15) see Eph.2:8-9 (16) Rom.8:30 (17) Rom.8:33-39 (18) Rom.8:1
(19) see 1 Cor.3:14-15
Bible quotations from ESV
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The full Gospel

Glorified
by James Needham, Birmingham, England

Occupying just a few words in our Bibles, Rom.8:30 surveys the
breadth of eternity to trace the working of God's grace towards us. It
takes us from our election in Christ before the foundation of the world,
to the eternal adornment with glory for those who have been justified
by His redeeming grace. Our last three issues have considered how
those who were predestined were called, and how those who were
called were justified. In this issue, we look forward to all that lies in
store for the believer in the Lord Jesus, for those whom he justified
he also glorified.

Glory belongs to God
The word translated for us as 'glory' really has to do with 'high
opinion'. It is that quality in something, or someone, which stirs
another to high estimation. For God, glory does not merely
accompany Him, it is an essential attribute of His being which
emanates from His holiness.1 God is clothed with splendour and
majesty, the Psalmist said;2 glory is part of who He is, causing Stephen
to proclaim Him the God of glory. 3 and Paul the Father of glory.4
Since glory belongs by nature to God, it is incumbent on His
creation to respond by ascribing glory to Him, for His glory, which He
has set higher than the heavens,5 must inspire the high opinion of all.
The Lord Jesus did not seek His own glory as the Pharisees did6 - it
was His desire that He should glorify God by accomplishing the work
which was given Him to do.7 And so, wherever He went, the supreme
Servant raised men's thoughts to God, inspiring them to glorify His
Word8 and His works.9 Even in His death, those who looked on were
caused to give glory to His Father in heaven.10
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Glory belongs to Christ
As glory is an essential attribute of the Father, so it must also be of the Son, described by
Paul as the Lord of glory. 11 His appearance in flesh brought near to men the radiance of the
glory of God and the exact imprint of his nature,12 by which, John said, we have seen his
glory, glory as of the only Son from the Father, full of grace and truth.13 Neither in God, nor
in His Son, is this glory a reflection borrowed from another. It is the very essence of glory, its
limitless depth summed up in Eph.3:16 as the riches of his glory.
Although glory is intrinsic to the deity of God the Father and of God the Son, it is also true
that they received glory by the accomplishment of the saving work of Christ. In the Upper
Room, as the dark hour of His rejection drew near, the Lord knew that the earthly shame of the
cross would accrue eternal glory, both to Him whose counsels were performed and to Him
who carried them out: "Now is the Son of Man glorified, and God is glorified in him. If God is
glorified in him, God will also glorify him in himself, and glorify him at once."14 By His
supreme act of sacrifice, the Lord Jesus brought immeasurable glory to God, revealing at
Calvary the depth of God's compassion towards lost sinners. Through Christ, God had been
glorified in sinless life, and at Calvary He was glorified in selfless death.15
God's glory in Christ was not without return, for in resurrection the Lord Jesus was honoured
for His faithfulness, His sufferings giving way to glory.16 Men had killed the Author of Life,
but God had raised Him from the dead and so "... glorified his Servant Jesus. "17 His is a
glory which arises as the result of His sufferings, as He is now crowned with glory and
honour because of the suffering ofdeath.18

The glory of the saints
The glory which belongs to our Saviour may seem far removed from the world which we
inhabit. Paul's argument in Rom.8 reminds us that we live in a world in which sufferings
continue,19 since on account of sin God has subjected all creation to futility, placing it in bonds
to decay.20 Yet, by the all-surpassing grace of God, those who have been justified by saving
faith in the shed blood of the Lord Jesus have become sharers in the glory which belongs to
Christ on account of His faithful life and sacrificial death. This was a theme which
occupied His thoughts in the shadow of the cross, as He communed with God concerning "...
the glory that you have given me I have given to them".21 Viewed in the context of the
working of grace across the endless ages, and with the prospect of glory still before us, the
sufferings of this world fall into their true perspective and we are able to see that all things
truly work together for good for those who are called according to God's purpose.22
Our present glory - That we who have been justified by grace have also become partakers
in glory has both a present and a future application. In the
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present, we have received the gospel of the glory of Christ,23 by which we love Him whom we
have not seen and rejoice with joy that is inexpressible and filled with glory.24 'Filled with
glory' is simply the word 'glorified'; and so we are, as we by the Holy Spirit behold the glory
of the Lord, being transformed, though still in mortal bodies, from glory to glory.25 In creation,
light was caused to shine out of darkness, and by the gospel God has shone in our hearts,
once darkened by sin, that the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ26 might radiate out to others.
Our future glory - As we stand in the grace of God, we are truly glorified by the work of
the Holy Spirit in our hearts. But there is also glory which lies still before us, who rejoice in
hope of the glory of God.27 Hope, though certain, is not seen, Paul says, and we must wait for
it with patience.28 And in this we are not alone, for all creation longs for the revealing of the
sons of God, whose glorious adoption shall proclaim freedom for this tired world. This is the
glory which Paul says is to be revealed to us,29 that creation itself might be released from its
bondage to decay and obtain the freedom of the glory of the children of God. The adoption
(literally, 'placing as sons') of the sons of God shall take place when the Lord Jesus comes to
the air to claim His Church out of this world, when our mortal bodies shall be redeemed by
their transformation into glorious bodies.30 But the revealing of those who are sons by grace
can only take place at the revealing of the eternal Son, when He who is our life appears and
we appear with Him in glory.31 Then, He shall come "in his glory and the glory of the Father
and of the holy angels"32 and the confession of His lordship shall bring glory to His God.33
Then shall the majesty of the Man of Calvary be acknowledged and unopposed, and we
shall be with Him, the many sons brought to glory on account of His suffering.34
So much still lies before us as we wait eagerly for our adoption as sons through Jesus Christ ...
to the praise of his glorious grace?35 Our future has been determined according to the
purpose of His will, and thus it is as certain as if it had happened already. So it is not that
those who have been justified shall be glorified, although that is true. It is that, in Christ, we
have been glorified - glorified in the glorious One who is Victor over sin and death and
Hades, in the glorious Son to whom all glory belongs. Once He appeared in humility, but He
is coming again in glory, when we shall be glorified in Him. If we can raise our vision beyond
the things which are seen, we shall grow in the knowledge that this slight momentary
affliction is indeed preparing for us an eternal weight of glory beyond all comparison,36 when we
see our Saviour as He is and, wonder of wonders, we shall be like him.37
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The full Gospel

Overcoming
defences
by Brian Johnston, Leigh, England
The success of the Gospel in capturing a person's heart has been
likened to the process of capturing a castle.1 Access to a castle in
historic times was gained only as each barrier that formed its physical
defences was overcome. As with all analogies, there are doubtless
limitations. Each defence may not be tackled independently of the
others or indeed in the order we shall take them in this and subsequent
articles. However, we trust this analogy is sufficiently helpful in
understanding the process of bringing the Gospel to non-Christians
that it will repay us to think in these terms.

The first line of defence
The first barrier, which we may liken to a moat, is the emotional
defence. The person to whom we are witnessing may be hurting.
For example, a person's relationship with his or her father may, sadly,
have been such that the presentation of God as the heavenly Father of
all who believe in Christ as Saviour arouses strong negative emotions,
making it difficult for them to place trust in God.

Bridging the Emotional Moat
This moat may be overcome by building a bridge of love that touches
people's hearts. We need to accept people even when we can't
approve of their behaviours. When we relate to others or meet
people, we may not be sharing the gospel immediately but we should
still be intentional in building a 'bridge' to get there at some later
time. This is why we engage in some pre-evangelistic strategies such
as community good works.
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The bridge we build has got to be strong enough to bear the weight of gospel truth, so we
aim to befriend people. The greatest love we can express for our neighbour is to introduce
them to Christ. Christ's love controls us, Paul said,2 and we are to be channels of that love to
others.

The second line of defence
What we may compare with the castle wall is intellectual resistance to the Gospel. Where, in
this scientifically enlightened age, is the evidence for God's existence? How can there be an
all-loving and all-powerful God when there is so much evil, suffering and injustice in the
world?

Breaching the Intellectual Wall
In order to gain access to the mind with truth, apologetics-type arguments have a place. Peter
urged his readers to be able to give a reasoned basis for the Christian hope.3 Apologetics is
not evangelism, but is often a necessary support for it. Our appeal, as Paul's, is to their
conscience which we seek to enlist on the side of truth.4 The use of questions can expose the
incoherence of all other worldviews. We can be bold, for the intellectual strength of
Christianity is stronger than all other options, despite some dismissing it as foolishness.5

The final line of defence
Like an imposing tower, the volitional defence presents itself. This is the barrier of the will.
Our work of showing care and communicating authentically has been done; any further
work must now be God's. Our part now is urgent, passionate prayer as we invite someone to
come to Christ.6 We are asking them to do something which they, by themselves, are
incapable of doing. God is sovereign, but holds us responsible. No more than 'God wills' to
be saved will be saved; but equally, no less than 'whoever wills' will be saved.

Scaling the Volitional Tower
It's at this stage that providing illustrations of the gospel often proves helpful. The volitional
barrier, the tower, is overcome as the will is surrendered and Christ's lordship is
recognized.7 This is done whenever God grants repentance: a radical turning from sin to God.8
The call to repentance should never be diluted whenever we counsel sinners whom we believe
are under conviction of sin.9 They must be left in no doubt as to their need10 and inability;11 as
well as God's provision12 and requirement, namely to repent and believe on the Lord Jesus.
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The full Gospel

Bridging the
emotional moat
by Tony Jones, Aberkenfig, Wales
This series of articles makes the analogy of winning someone's heart
for Christ with the methods used to enter a fortified castle. The first line
of defence was the moat. This separated the walls of the castle from
unfriendly forces and a bridge was necessary to cross it. For a
welcome guest, the drawbridge would be lowered by those who were
in the castle; whilst those who were on the offensive would try to fill
in the moat or build their own bridge.

What causes emotional defences?
In our analogy, the moat that surrounds a person is that individual's
emotional defences. These defences are ways to keep people at arm's
length until trust replaces initial doubts and suspicions. The moat will
consist of personal experiences that have shaped someone's outlook and
his willingness to build friendships with new contacts. In our world,
many have experienced significant hurt caused by others as the selfish
character of the last days grows.1 Deeper relationships are so easily
cast aside today. So many parents neglect their responsibilities to
their children, some of whose lives are terminated before they even get
their first breath; divorce courts register increasingly the headlong
race to annul vows that seemingly were not taken for lifelong
fulfilment, and who knows how many broken hearts are created as
people flit in and out of temporarily convenient 'living together'
arrangements? What, but the love of God, can truly heal these terrible
scars? Who is there to show it, if not us?
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How do we cross the moat?
However, the analogy of us crossing someone's moat could be misleading. A drawbridge is
not lowered when the enemy is advancing aggressively. As Christians, though, given Christ's
love for the unsaved, we need to be ready to establish long-term relationships. This has to be
based on a trust as close as possible to the absolute trust that they would be able to have in
the Lord if He were physically alongside. We need to start to build a bridge, a strong bridge
based on the Spirit's fruit2 which gives the person confidence in our character and motive.
'Success' would be evident when they let down their drawbridge to close the remaining gap
and metaphorically welcome us. We will be presented with numerous occasions to exhibit
wisdom requested from God in the quest to reach those we know for Him3 and we have to be
faithful in our witness.4 We may not even become aware of a person's salvation in this life.
God has His plans and uses us as He wills. We need to fulfil obediently the role He has for
us by building those connections, using our experiences too.5 Bill Hybels says: 'I believe
many people begin their spiritual quest at a negative ten and that it is my role to facilitate their
movement to a negative eight. That's it. Two points on the spectrum, and a result that is still
in negative territory'.6 Our part is to lay a foundation that can be built upon by the God who
crowns work with His blessing;7 this includes challenges for us which, without God's Spirit,
would be futile8 - accurately representing the person of Christ to them, introducing them to
the lover of their souls and loving them with His love. Of course, we will not be perfect
ambassadors, so the assistance of the Spirit is crucial - awareness of weaknesses, confession
of failure and a devotion not to let the Master down. One bad example of a disciple's
behaviour could extinguish any desire by a seeker.

People
We are surrounded by the people God has determined to be there, for His purposes. These
are our immediate contacts9 so we don't have to go looking for people to reach out to. What
is needed, though, is to thoughtfully consider whom we interact with, the types of
relationships we have, and their needs that we know of. We can then bring all this to the
Lord, asking Him to lead us to have a burden for specific people and look for developing
relationships for His glory. That might not be the ones we think are most obvious, so don't
rule people in or out based on personal feelings, though common interests will assist. There is a
variety of groups with whom we spend time, which will differ depending on our stage in
life, health, mobility, etc.

Neighbours
This is a tougher arena to work in than it used to be. The trend today seems to be towards
being more insulated from neighbours, not necessarily by choice, but perhaps as the result of
the frenetic society we live in. The pressure of work
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in the Western world means that opportunities for a 'chat over the garden fence' are more
limited. Many people choose to interact with others by electronic media while being
entertained by the TV after a hard day's work. Generating communication with neighbours
requires conscious effort, and those things which work against God, including our selfish
self,10 would feed us all sorts of excuses to avoid that endeavour. Making contact could take
place soon after moving into a new property by distributing a brief, attractive letter/note
about yourself/family including a reference to your relationship with the Lord and church
membership. This could be followed by some invitations into your home for coffee or a meal. If
new people move into the locality, make a brief visit with a small welcome gift and a word
of introduction. There are often invitations to neighbourhood group events to respond to and
with prayer, wise involvement can lead to widening opportunities to build bridges. The
number of ways to reach out is large, but it is all too easy to generate plausible excuses not to
do so - even things like, "I just have too much to do in church to do that as well."

Work colleagues / fellow students
We must not forget the primary reason for being in these groups - to learn or to work. This
is itself a great opportunity to build trust by being someone who is a model student/employee;
doing the work efficiently without complaint, not slacking when the boss is not looking, etc. In
the Bible, Joseph excelled in this and Paul exhorts us to continue to do so. 11 An attitude of
humility developed by the Spirit of God is essential, to prevent getting people's backs up.12
Pray for, and seek out, positive conversations which do not disturb duty. Socialising
opportunities arise when bridges can be strengthened. The locations are often 'neutral/tending
to unhelpful,' which brings the risk of destroying work already done. Engaging in such events
ought to take place only after specific prayer asking for the Holy Spirit's help to keep holy and
focused on the task of crossing the moat with people, not indulging in self-satisfying
pursuits.13

Family and friends
This can be a tough group to build the bridges that lead to evangelism as you will be best
known here, warts and all. The advantage is that the drawbridge is perhaps more easily
lowered. 21st century communication is often electronic, so careful use of this is paramount.
The written word loses intonation and so is easily misinterpreted; use of social media
networks is tending to allow people to reveal issues that they might not talk about. This can
be insightful, but it's all too easy for a Christian to undo good groundwork with unwise text.
Poor venue choices to meet with friends could also easily undermine the foundations of any
bridge.
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Places
Before most people had cars, it was usual to live, work and go to church meetings and
activities in the same locality; clearly an advantage in building bridges to people with the
same groups involved in all three. We should consider this a higher priority in our prayers
when making significant decisions. Today mobility is easy, so our work, our church's meeting
location, and where we live, can be some (considerable) distances from each other.
Circumstances may seem to dictate how these work out, but selfish factors are easily applied,
yet not easily recognised, in decision-making. "How can I get a better property for the same
money?" "How can I get a better job than those which are local to where the church
meets?"etc. Distant locations mean it's that much harder to invite work
colleagues/neighbours with whom we are bridge-building to appropriate events taking place
in the church's meeting place. We may not even consider asking people along as it is "just too
far" to expect them to come. How much of an impact over the recent years has this had on
our opportunity to move past building the bridge?
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The full Gospel

Scaling the
intellectual wall
by Karl Smith, Kirkintilloch, Scotland
Some people don't want to believe the Christian faith is true. They
think it will mean they can't do things they want to do. Consequently,
they are satisfied with a handful of secular ideas picked up at
school, on television or at the pub and dismiss the 'need' to believe in
God as a historical hangover from more ignorant times. For others,
however, genuine intellectual difficulties baffle any attempt to take the
message of the Gospel seriously. Their intellectual honesty forbids
them from believing a comforting lie and they feel that too many
aspects of our belief contradict key foundations of their education. It
is our responsibility to help them to overcome these objections so that
they may be won for the Lord who loves them.
The apostle Peter stresses the importance of preparation in this, saying,
be prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you for a reason
for the hope that is within you yet do it with gentleness and respect. 1
People will see how we cope with life and the hope that keeps us
going. Nevertheless, in asking us about it, they will expect us to
defend our trust in the Lord Jesus with a reason. In this scripture,
how we are to do it is as important as what we are to do. How often
has Christian witness been ineffective because we have forgotten to
do it 'with gentleness and respect'?
In 2010, evangelist Malcolm Macdonald and I conducted a door-todoor survey in Paisley, Scotland, asking people what their reasons
were for not believing in God. This was to help us plan a series of
seminars called 'Big Questions' at which the top eight answers
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would be dealt with by a talk and open discussion. Answers mainly fell into four categories:
a) Philosophical e.g. "If there is a God, why is there so much suffering?" This was by far the
most common answer and can only really be dealt with by sympathetic listening and
sensitive discussion of the wounds of Christ.
b) Scientific e.g. "Sciences such as geology and biology seem to tell a different story from that
of Genesis." It is hard to expect people to believe the message of the Bible when page one
seems to contradict everything they learned in school. It is particularly important here to
be honest about gaps in our knowledge, but to focus on how the Bible answers the questions
science doesn't attempt to answer; not so much how life emerged, as why? Besides, I personally
feel that although scientists are basing their theories on the best evidence available, God has
more information at His disposal and is more likely to be right, having been there when the
universe emerged. Extrapolating backwards from contemporary processes to determine how
such processes operated in the past is all very well, for example, but pre-supposes as part of
its methodology that changes to the order of nature detailed in Genesis and elsewhere did
not happen.
c) Historical "Religion causes wars and violence." This is perhaps the easiest of these to
counter since the secular and openly atheistic regimes of the twentieth century have been
even worse.
d) Textual "Isn't the Bible full of errors/manipulation?" Whilst most people who made this
point were confusing the fictitious world of Dan Brown's 'The Da Vinci Code' with the real
one, there are indeed a small number of variant readings between original manuscripts of
which more thoughtful people may be aware. Nevertheless most editions of the Bible point
these up and argue only for lapses in the copying rather than in the original act of
inspiration. Comparison with the basis on which other documents from the same era are
accepted as authentic show how amazingly God has preserved His Word.
It is good to be aware of these ideas, most of which came to prominence in the Western world
in the nineteenth century. We don't need to answer them point by point, but sometimes we
will need to earn an audience by showing that we have engaged with these ideas and they
have not shaken our belief. Paul in Corinth reasoned in the synagogue every Sabbath, and
tried to persuade Jews and Greeks.2 There is a place for reasoning and persuasion in defence
of the Gospel.
Recently Richard Dawkins and John Lennox, both Professors at Oxford University,
debated the question 'Has science buried God?' Professor Dawkins began, naturally enough
for a professor in biology, by making an apparently convincing case that natural selection
alone is able to explain the emergence of the human race. It became clear, however, at the
conclusion of Professor
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Dawkins' opening remarks that his real objection to Christianity was not to do with biology
at all. Rather, it was our belief that a God who created this exceedingly complex yet
orderly universe should be interested enough in human sin and suffering to become man
and die for His creatures. It was the opportunity to answer this aspect of Professor
Dawkins' speech with an explanation of Calvary that provided the most powerful part of
Professor Lennox's argument. It reminded me of Paul's words in 1 Cor.1:18-24:
... the word of the cross is folly to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it
is the power of God. ... Where is the debater of this age? ...For since, in the wisdom of God,
the world did not know God through wisdom, it pleased God through the folly of what we
preach to save those who believe. For Jews demand signs and Greeks seek wisdom, but
we preach Christ crucified, a stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles, but to those who
are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God.
However well prepared we are in the field of apologetics (and we must be prepared), it is
ultimately in the cross itself that the power of the Gospel resides. It does indeed defeat our
finite rational minds to imagine that God cares about the intimate thoughts of specks of dust
on a speck of dust like ourselves - still more that He should dearly love us. Yet it is the
message of the cross that rings true with an appeal to the spirit. Neither does it defy logic, as
anyone who reads the book of Romans from beginning to end must acknowledge. It is,
however, a divine logic which leaves the loveless logic of man standing at the starting line.
In the Wisdom of God, the cross has satisfied God in all the characteristics that our finite
minds might find contradictory: His holiness, His justice, his mercy and His love. We must
keep steering the conversation back to this 'foolishness' because it is this upon which the
Spirit of God works to bring conviction of sin, righteousness and judgement.
Our series began by thinking of intellectual barriers our listeners might have to the gospel
as a wall that we need to scale. The image the Bible uses is a 'veil', a curtain covering over
the truth, meaning that people 'just can't see it':
But even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled only to those who are perishing. In their case the
God of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them from seeing the
light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God. 3
Satan is using everything in his power to prevent people from seeing the glory of what Christ
achieved on the cross and from recognising His heavenly splendour. Earlier Paul spoke
compassionately of the veil over the minds of his own nation, the Jews: But their minds were
hardened. For to this day, when they read the old covenant, that same veil remains un-lifted.
As a result, a veil lies over their hearts. 4 Hardened minds leading to unresponsive hearts could there be a more accurate description of the hard soil we are breaking up today?
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Thankfully, Paul also provides the answer to the problem: only through Christ is it taken
away. By all means deal with the objections people have, but return often to the lovely
personality of Christ, to the cross and Jesus glorified there.
Finally, don't lose confidence in the truth of the Gospel. My knowledge of science could
be written on the back of a postage stamp and anyone who has achieved decent high school
grades in any one of the sciences could make mincemeat of me in debate on the Genesis
account of creation, for example. Indeed, this has happened many times! Nevertheless, our
powers of reasoning are part of that finite, fallen human entity called 'the flesh'. We are
equipped with something stronger:
For the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh but have divine power to destroy
strongholds. We destroy arguments and every lofty opinion raised against the knowledge of
God, and take every thought captive to Christ. 5
Whereas Peter focused on defence of our hope, Paul takes us on to the attack. This is the
message of the cross, expressed in the Scriptures. Now more than ever we must take it out
to a blinded world and shine its light into the minds of our friends, neighbours and fellow
human beings across the world.
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The full Gospel

Storming the tower of
the will
by David Webster, Liverpool, England
I'm good at hesitating! I can do all the research into the product I am
interested in and I can convince myself that I know the right one to
go for, but still I hesitate. I return to the shop or I go online again and
find nothing has changed, but I'm still reluctant to press that button or
commit to the purchase. I'm not sure. I am unwilling to proceed. I'll
have another look later! Maybe I'll never get round to it.
In the analogy we have been using in this series we have thought about
barriers to accepting the Gospel as being like defences to a castle. We
saw how the emotional moat consists of personal experiences that
have shaped someone's outlook and how that needs to be bridged by
the love of God. Last time we considered how to scale the
intellectual wall to get over objections that stop people coming to
the Lord; things like the idea that science has disproved God, or that
the Bible is unreliable. Now we have arrived at the strong tower we
sometimes call 'volitional' - which simply means the tower of the
will and the need to make a conscious choice or decision.
The trouble is we are not very good at doing this. The Bible gives us
three reasons why this is the case:
1. We are hesitant, we like to 'hedge our bets', we like to think about
God and see what else is on offer; or, maybe, not think too much
about God because we have other important things in life to
concern ourselves with. But this will not do, we need to take
action and we need to act decisively.
2. We are rebellious! We don't live God's way or do the things God
says we ought to do. We have put
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ourselves in the position of being enemies of almighty God and we need to repent.
3. We are dead! Not physically dead, of course, but unable to respond to God, and totally
incapable of saving ourselves. And we need to be made alive.

Believe and act decisively
We are living in an age of tolerance, except that there is little tolerance for anyone who says
they have found the right way! But God's Word is clear that the Lord Jesus is "... the way
and the truth ..." . 1 and that a definite decision has to be made by us on that basis. "Believe
me ..."2 said the Lord Jesus. "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved,"3 was the
message of the apostles. We believe that Jesus died and rose again,4 wrote the apostle Paul,
and John's conclusion was that the Scripture account of the life of the Lord Jesus was...
that you may believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that by believing you
may have life in his name.5
It takes a decisive act of the will to believe: not just anything we are told, of course, but
what God has revealed to us in the Bible which is the Word of God. God expects us to
investigate and make a decision on what he reasonably tells us. For example, the big crunch
point of Christianity is the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Is this just something
which we cannot really test, but just have to accept by blind faith against all the evidence?
Not at all - by all the standards of objective investigation, this stands up as a historical fact
which it is perfectly reasonable to believe.6 In addition, God's Word makes it a crunch fact
for belief: If you declare with your mouth, "Jesus is Lord, " and believe in your heart that
God raised him from the dead, you will be saved.7

Repent and claim God's forgiveness
No-one likes to be told they are wrong. In the moral and spiritual areas of life we are told
nowadays that there is no right or wrong and each to his own! But that's not what God says
to 21st Century mankind in the Bible. Isaiah's summary, All of us have become like one who
is unclean, 8 is echoed by Paul to the Romans, all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God. 9 That puts us in real trouble, facing God's anger for our sin. Except for the fact that
God loves us, there would be no hope. But hope is held out in the command to repent. 'Repent'
was the message of John the Baptist.10 'Repent' was the keyword in Peter's sermon on the
Day of Pentecost.11 Paul's contribution to the meeting of the Areopagus in Athens was the
same: talking about God, he said, "... now he commands all people everywhere to repent.
For he has set a day when he will judge the world with justice by the man he has appointed.
He has given proof of this to all men by raising him from the dead." 12 To repent is to be
sorry, to turn away from the wrong thing and to start looking at reality God's way.
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In preaching the Gospel message we need to emphasise the importance of repentance
without which forgiveness is not possible.

Respond and become alive spiritually
As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins,13 wrote the Apostle to those who
had repented and believed - dead in the sense of being unresponsive to God and totally
incapable of helping themselves! Adam and Eve were warned not to eat from the tree of the
knowledge of good and evil, "for when you eat of it you will certainly die."14 And ever since
that time, human beings have lived in this world in a state of spiritual death. But because of
his great love for us, God, who is rich in mercy, made us alive with Christ even when we
were dead in transgressions - it is by grace you have been saved.15 That is the amazing
response of our God. And we need to stress this, too: grace is the undeserved offer of salvation
to each of us; accepting that offer is a decision of the will. The Lord Jesus asked this question
one day: "I am the resurrection and the life. He who believes in me will live, even though he
dies; and whoever lives and believes in me will never die. Do you believe this?"16
It's a good question to challenge someone who thinks living is just about here and now.

Storming that tower of the will
Believe, repent, respond. That's the issue. In telling the Gospel message we have to insist
that the hearer gives up any ideas of doing it their own way. No matter how many times we
hear it said, all roads do not lead to God; they need to find the right way. And it is volitional:
an act of the will, a decision to be made, a response that is required. People need to turn in
belief to the one who is 'the truth'; they need to repent of going their own way and 'doing
their own thing' and they need to respond to the one who makes dead things live.
So why do we hesitate? If we don't take the time to listen, we can't believe; if we don't
believe, we will never repent and if there is no repentance, we cannot become spiritually
alive!
The apostle John saw the importance of looking at the evidence, making a choice,
responding in repentance and receiving new life. He wrote in his Gospel that the Lord Jesus
said, "If anyone chooses to do God's will, he will find out whether my teaching comes from
God or whether I speak on my own." 17
That's an encouraging note to end on, isn't it? Although we cannot see God's things through
our natural senses, people can choose to follow what God tells them and look into what God
says and the promise is that they will have it revealed to them.
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References:
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A reality check
by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland
Going to a fitness program for the first time certainly gives you a
reality check! Especially if the instructor puts you on a piece of
apparatus that measures your heart function while you are exercising!
For those of us who get out of breath climbing the stairs when going to
bed, it can come as a bit of a shock to realise why this should be so. It
certainly focuses the mind to realise the truth of the scripture that says,
our outer self is wasting away... 1 The Apostle also, when referring to
this body that is sown into the ground at death, says that it is sown in
weakness2 and further on in the same chapter describes our bodies as
perishable.3
And yet, sometimes, especially if we are young, we live as if we are
going to be around down here forever.
The divine diagnosis that we are weak, wasting away and perishing,
certainly focuses the mind. You begin to ask yourself the question,
"Now what is there important to get done while I'm still around?"
The things-to-do lists start getting re-evaluated!
"All the world's a stage." That's what Shakespeare wrote, anyway;
"and all the men and women merely players".4 Well, I don't think it's
quite like that. Things that happen down here have eternal significance
for each individual. We're not 'merely players' and it's not all over
once the curtain comes down. But I think I know what Shakespeare
was getting at. I believe the wise preacher expressed it very clearly in
Ecclesiastes:Vanity of vanities, says the Preacher,
Vanity of vanities! All is vanity.
What does a man gain by all the toil at which he toils under the
sun?
A generation goes, and a generation comes, but the earth remains
forever.5,
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Years ago, when at college, my friend Davy and I were co-opted (I can't remember
volunteering!) to stage manage a number of the college productions, both plays and musicals.
I remember one set that we worked on together. There were a number of different scene
changes that required some ingenuity in design so that the changes could be made swiftly and
efficiently. We worked hard on that set; in fact we used more screws than nails! The end
result was so well built that you could have actually lived in it. The trouble was, it was for a
play! The whole production was over in three days, and then everything was ripped down.
You see, we had forgotten that what was required was only something temporary that would
do the job but, at the same time, giving the audience the impression that it was a solid,
permanent structure. With the effort we used we could have been better employed by the
local building contractors in town! A least what we had built would have been useful for
longer than three days!
When we come up against the stark fact that life down here in this body is definitely not
'everlasting', we start asking ourselves the question, "Well, what am I doing to get ready for
the world to come? What is it that I am building down here? Am I using screws instead of
nails, as if I'm going to be living here forever, rather than accepting that what I'm living in,
no matter how many times I go to the gym, is just temporary accommodation with a limited
life-span?"
So, what is the conclusion to all this? It's the same conclusion that the Preacher came to at the
end of his book:
The end of the matter; all has been heard. Fear God and keep his commandments, for
this is the whole duty of man. For God will bring every deed into judgement, with every
secret thing, whether good or evil.6
Life is precious, and no doubt I will be working a little harder in the fitness suite, trying to
keep going as long as possible, like the rest of us!
But I want also to keep my eyes on the sequel to this little time down here, knowing that
when this scene changes, and the temporal props are taken away, the final eternal scene
which God has built will last forever!
So we do not lose heart. Though our outer self is wasting away, our inner self is being
renewed day by day. For this light momentary affliction is preparing for us an eternal
weight of glory beyond all comparison, as we look not to the things that are seen but to the
things that are unseen. For the things that are seen are transient, but the things that are
unseen are eternal.7
References:
(1) 2 Cor.4:16 (2) 1 Cor.15:43 (3) 1 Cor.15:50,53-54 (4) W. Shakespeare, As You Like It,
Act 2, Scene 4 (5) Eccles.1:2-4 (6) Eccles.12:13-14 (7)2 Cor.4:16-18
Bible quotations from the ESV
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Musical musings
An interview with Peter Sweetmore, Cardiff, Wales
Have you always been interested in hymns?
Yes: I started singing in a church choir when I was six; joined my
grammar school choir when I was eleven; sang in various youth
choirs up to age seventeen; and have participated in both leading and
singing in groups over many years in the Churches of God.
What kind of hymns do you like?
I love both traditional hymns and modern hymns; recognising many
excellent Christian songwriters of the present day who have a fresh
approach to Christian music.
Do you consider yourself to be a poet or a musician?
Not really: I can't pretend to have the same poetic skills as Cecil Belton
or the musical skills of Ernest Birchall (to name two previous
musicians in the Churches of God); but I love the great themes of the
gospel and the glories of our risen Saviour and Lord. The worship of
God in the Holies is frequently in my heart and thoughts; and it is these
simple thoughts that seem to express themselves in verse.
How did you come to write hymns for the use of the churches of
God?
I was asked to help on the two committees which produced the
hymn book supplements, and I realised that there was a great paucity
of suitable hymns for the Remembrance after trawling through about
eighty hymn books for suitable compositions. So I felt urged to try to
meet the need.
How did you go about it?
Every hymn needs a good tune. My first hymn used the slow
movement from Dvorak's New World Symphony; several subsequent
hymns were written to Welsh tunes little known outside Wales.
Although I am not Welsh, I have lived in Wales for nearly fifty
years and have
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learned to love Welsh culture and particularly Welsh hymns. There is nothing quite like a
Cymanfa Ganu - Welsh hymn singing on a grand scale! We already sing hymns to
Aberystwyth, Cwm Rhondda, Arwelfa, and Hyfrydol. But there are many more gems which
deserve a wider use.
These are very traditional tunes: have you tried using modern tunes?
Traditional tunes with four-part harmony are most suitable for Fellowship service as we
often have no accompaniment; but I would love to be able to write or use modern tunes if
there were no copyright issues.
How do you put the words together?
As I have indicated already, the expressions, the phrases and the themes, are those which
come from my heart in worship; and in meditating on them, the thoughts evolve into rhyme. I
would like to think it is the Holy Spirit who crafts these stanzas. Mind you, from my earliest
days in Stoke, a beloved Christian brother there encouraged me to memorise hymns, which I
have always done; and sometimes words or expressions may unwittingly creep into what I
am writing.
Are there any more to come?
There are three more hymns waiting for another hymn book, all to fine Welsh tunes. If the
opportunity were to arise, I would probably write some devotional type hymns for more
general use. It is a good use of holidays!
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Family over faith
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
In August, 2012 the BBC commissioned a poll among 585 16-24
year olds, where they were asked to choose the most important moral
issue for them, from a list of eight options. The results were:
Looking after their family
59%
Putting others first
12%
Being faithful to a partner
8%
Caring for the environment
5%
Having religious faith
4%
Paying taxes
4%
Playing a part in the local community
4%
Buying ethical products
1%
Alarming for believers? Perhaps. The poll was presented as part of
a 'Religion and Ethics Festival', but it is apparent that it says much
more about the people who commissioned it than it does about the
young people. Their press release1 was headed 'BBC RE-THINK
2012 poll sees young people choose family over faith', but the survey
itself was deeply flawed. The respondents could only choose one
item, when they obviously interact, and the questioners did not reveal
how representative the sample was. This makes a big difference:
only 24% of white British of this age were 'religious', while 97% of
Bangladeshis were.
If so few young people think that religious faith matters, but more than
70% would put family and others first the fault lies in believers, for
inadequate communication. The things listed are all good things, of
varying importance, and we might feel able to put them in order, but
ultimately we must ask why they are called 'good'. Education has
failed if it does not make people ask, "Why?" It does not consist in
learning things, even religious things, but in making people
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think. A thoroughgoing believer in natural selection might say that doing good things tends
towards the preservation of our own genes, but this is not true of all. Self-preservation might
make us do things that are harmful to others, even our own family. Faith in a God who is
good and loving gives us an absolute benchmark against which practical actions can be
tested. Jesus Christ, God's Son, lived among men and died for men to show that goodness and
love by His actions; this is the basic fact that people need to know and believe.
Once this basic benchmark has been accepted all the others flow from it. The Bible is full of
these things, many from the mouth of Jesus Himself. The three most frequent responses in
the BBC questionnaire are all there: But if anyone does not provide for his relatives, and
especially for members of his household, he has denied the faith and is worse than an
unbeliever. 2 Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others more
significant than yourselves. Let each of you look not only to his own interests, but also to the
interests of others. 3 You shall not commit adultery. 4 So it seems that the young people
questioned had an innate sense of what was good.
Why then do they think so little of 'religion', but value the things that should come from it?
The reason is that 'religion' has come to be associated with a dry formal observance,
without any practical result, yet this is far from what it should really be. The only Scriptural
definition of religion is Jas.1:27: Religion that is pure and undefiled before God, the
Father, is this: to visit orphans and widows in their affliction, and to keep oneself unstained
from the world. It is heartening if these things that are good are really valued, but
Christians need to help others to understand that it's just not possible to do them on our
own: to try to do that is to put the cart before the horse. Faith leads to action, not the other
way round.
References:
(1) BBC RE-THINK 2012 Religion and Ethics Festival (2) 1 Tim.5:8 (3) Phil.2:3-4
(4) Ex.20:14
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Letter writing

Introduction
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
You wouldn't think that the act of writing a letter was particularly
dynamic, would you? But the art of written communication is changing
all the time. If you're under 30, do you know when the convention is
to sign off a letter with 'yours sincerely' or 'yours faithfully'? (Which
one you choose tells you something interesting about the relationship
between the author and the recipient of the letter.) In the French
language, the rise of communicating by tweets and texts has
contributed to the use of the informal 'tu', in situations where the
formal 'vous' would have been used in the past; and let's not get
into talking about 'txting'!
If things have changed over the last 30 years, imagine how much
things have changed in the 2,000 years since the apostle Paul wrote his
letters! Although Peter was probably thinking more about substance
than style when he said that what Paul wrote could be difficult to
understand - nevertheless, modern readers need all the help they can
get to really get to grips with them. So, in 2013 NTs, we're going to
be taking a closer look at Paul's letters.
Professor Richard Longenecker points out that there are three ways to
approach what Paul wrote:
1) Devotionally - this is something that you've been doing since you
became a disciple and it's vital in helping you to learn more about
God and how He wants you to live, amongst other things. But reading
this way can have its dangers; for example, if you take verses out of
context and incorrectly apply them (deliberately or accidentally!) to
force-fit your own situation and/or what you might like to hear.
2) Homiletically - if you've ever sought to explain Paul's writings to
a person, either in a public forum or privately, then you have likely
taken this approach,
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perhaps without knowing it. Reading to distil a message in a homily for others can give very
different results - you might try to boil the content down to an essence and/or find creative
ways to slice and dice it for easy digestion. Every Christian needs this skill, for each of us has
a responsibility to preach; but there are dangers here also, especially if you cut corners and
over-simplify, build flawed explanatory models or fail to practise what you preach!
3) Academically - some Christians frown on an academic reading of Paul's letters and even
view it as unnecessary, pointing to the Reformers' teaching on 1) 'perspicuity' of Scripture
(i.e., that Scripture is clear in its basic message and can be understood by everyone as to the
essential content of that message; that Scripture is lucid and understandable, even to those of
limited intellect and different cultures), and (2) the effectiveness of the Spirit in illuminating
the Scriptures and witnessing to Christ. While these are true, an academic approach can greatly
enhance the other two approaches - in fact, employing all three is important to get the most
from Paul's writings when looking to transition from 'milk to meat'.1
It is the academic approach to Paul's letters that will be the primary focus of this series - or
at least the merest taste of just one or two of a series of distinct disciplines that, overall, aim
to help with the following:
• the history of interpretation - how have Christians interpreted the letters down the
ages?
• understanding epistolary structures and conventions (i.e. the art of letter-writing)
• noticing modes of presentation and persuasion (e.g. the use of rhetoric)
• unlocking the meaning of words, phrases, idioms, expressions and sentences in the text
(philology)
• comparing and contrasting with Jewish and Greek culture and literature
• identifying early church 'confessional' material in the text
• tracing the development of thought and expression on a topic in Scripture
• supporting the authenticity and the accuracy of Scripture translations
Of course, an academic approach should also be approached with caution - it should never be
an end in itself, nor is priding oneself on one's knowledge ever acceptable; there is also a risk
of futile research that becomes so arcane as to be of no practical use!
Reference: (1) 1 Cor.3:2
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Letter writing

The beginning and the
end
by Martin Jones, Toronto, England
'Irenaeus - to Apollinarius, his dearest brother, many greetings. I
pray continually for your health, and I myself am well. I wish you to
know that I reached land on the sixth of the month of Epeiph and we
unloaded our cargo on the eighteenth of the same month. I went up to
Rome, on the twenty-fifth of the same month and the place welcomed
us as the god willed, and we are daily expecting our discharge, it so
being that up till today nobody in the corn fleet has been released.
Many salutations to your wife. And to Serenus and to all who love
you, each by name. Goodbye.'1
Modern Western culture usually notes the letter writer at the very
end, but ancient Graeco-Roman letters, like the one above and in
most of Paul's letters, bore closer resemblance to an email - both the
'to' and the 'from' were at the very start! There was an important
reason: Paul was very keen, like the ancient philosophers, to establish
his credentials up front so that his message would be taken seriously
- especially when some difficult things needed to be said (such as to
the Galatian or the Corinthian churches); but he never mentioned
minor details such as his birthplace or parentage. The focus was how
he was appointed and sent by God as an apostle and as His servant.
The 'to' section is also meaningful. Rather than flatter the recipients
with the usual grandiose titles (most venerable and honourable, etc.),
Paul often highlighted something about the status of the readers in
relation to God and Christ (see Romans). Describing the recipients as
fellow-saints, or brothers and sisters, also struck an
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egalitarian tone, quite distinct from the master/disciple relationship of the philosopher.
Ancient letters typically opened with some kind of greeting or salutation; usually more
extensive and varied than the 'Dear' that has become routine for us. 'Chaire', a Greek word
meaning 'hail', was commonly used (occurring five times in the New Testament2). Paul
cleverly substituted 'charis' instead, the Greek word for 'grace'. Ingeniously, he also often
combined it with the Jewish greeting of 'peace' ('shalom') to create a distinctively Christian
opening which would immediately appeal to the varied congregations to which he was often
writing.
Paul also followed convention by typically giving thanks to God (but not 'the gods') for some
attribute or action of the recipient and/or making a prayer request on their behalf (for their
spiritual, not physical, welfare - unlike 3 Jn). This was not just a ritual and he often went far
beyond a brief statement - except in Galatians where he was clearly too aggrieved and
jumped straight to the issues at hand. See 1 Cor. where he gives thanks for the grace that has
been given them, and also look for times where the cause for thanksgiving hints at the content
of the main body of the letter.
The closing of a letter also had a number of conventions. It provided an opportunity for
greetings to those known to the writer (especially extensive in Romans) and the sharing of
future plans - for Paul this usually involved detail of his missionary journeys (see 1 Cor.
again). There was usually space for news about common friends (e.g. Colossians) and the
sharing of a homily or maxim (see Rom.12:9-13). It also wasn't uncommon for Paul to alter
the typical Graeco-Roman entreaty to be favoured by compliance with some sort of request
and turn it into a benediction for the recipients to be favoured by God (with peace) and by
Jesus (with grace). Finally, there was often a closing doxology (see Romans for an
example). It's perhaps at the close that we get the most personal glimpse of Paul and his very
real relationships with the people he was writing to. We shouldn't lose sight of this situational
context when we delve into the deep theological content and the various clever literary
devices that Paul used in his letters - as we will do in our final two articles in this series.
References:
(1) Soards, Marion, L., The Apostle Paul: An Introduction to his Writings and Teaching,
Paulist Press, 1987 (2) Matt.26:49; Matt.27:29; Mk.15:18; Lk.1:28; Jn 19:3
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Letter writing

Rhetorical devices (1)
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
Given that 1 Pet.3:19-21 is probably one of the most difficult Bible
passages to decipher, you couldn't have blamed Paul for raising an
eyebrow if he'd ever read Peter's statement that some of the things
Paul wrote were hard to understand! The irony is that, unlike Peter,
the rough pebble, polished Pharisee Paul seemed to deliberately
structure his writing to make the message stick and win the hearts and
minds of his audience. Indeed, the evidence suggests that Paul was
much more gifted a writer than a speaker - he was bluntly told as
much by the Corinthians!1 And yet, sometimes when we read his
letters today, we're baffled about, bored by or even blinded because
of, his methods.
But, as Peter acknowledged, Paul always wrote with the wisdom that
God gave him2 - wisdom which encompassed both exactly what was
to be said (content) and how it was to be said (form). Any deficiency
in understanding must lie with the reader, not with what's written - so,
while relying on the Spirit, we need to learn the 'rhetorical ropes'. Yes,
there's a value in what might seem surface reading - as any contact
with God's Word has immense power; the merest contact with the
garment hem of Word-made-flesh still had power to heal. But a firm
grip on God's Word will open up still deeper resources.
Grasping basic rhetoric (the art of effective speaking and writing) is
key to 'getting' Paul. People in Paul's day were formally trained to
write using these tools of rhetoric, so such uses would be expected of
him even though the technical labels are now very unfamiliar to most
of us. Don't be intimidated - just remember that rhetoric is all about
persuasion. Every modern politician's speech is full of it!
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We're going to look at three sets of three. The first key is to understand this background
trio:
• 'Kairos'- the context of the attempt to persuade. Politicians may speak to promote their
own manifesto, to analyse an event, or to respond to criticism. Why was Paul trying to
persuade? In 1 Cor., Paul was responding to a set of questions and reported internal
strife; in Galatians he was combating backsliding; in 1 Tim. he was imparting personal
advice.
• audience - politicians alter their speech when addressing the public, compared to, for
example, other governments. Who was Paul trying to persuade? Jews, Gentiles, new
Christians, individuals, opponents?
• decorum - the aptness of the speech to persuade, which is driven by context and audience.
This explains why old-school Etonians suddenly start speaking in modern slang when they
want to convince their audience that they are a man of the people! How was Paul trying
to persuade? The style of 2 Corinthians is very different from, say, 2 Timothy!
Continuing the 'how' aspect, there were also three means of persuasion by appeal to
different things. Look for where Paul uses these techniques in all his letters, but they all
appear even in brief Philemon:
• to logic (logos) - Paul asserts Onesimus is now useful to Philemon, so it is logical to
receive him back.
• to emotion (pathos) - Paul plays on his old age and his description of Onesimus as "his
very heart".
• to character (ethos) - Paul positions himself as a trusted fellow-soldier, fellow-worker,
brother and partner.
Lastly, we come to the 'what' of persuasion. Again there are three main categories of what
the audience was to be persuaded of, each of which features in Philemon:
• 'Judicial' or 'forensic' persuasion - this relates to past events. The orator is accusing or
defending. Politicians will often use rhetoric to defend their record in government or seek
to accuse their opponent of not having handled something correctly. Paul defends
Onesimus and his past actions, speaking on his behalf as an advocate.
• 'Deliberative' persuasion - this relates to events that are potentially future. The orator is
exhorting the audience to certain conduct or behaviour. Politicians often use rhetoric to
try to persuade voters that it would be a good thing for them to vote them into office! Paul
tries to persuade Philemon to undertake a course of action - to forgive Onesimus and
receive him back.
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• 'Epideictic' or 'ceremonial' persuasion - politicians often give speeches which praise a
person's current conduct and character (e.g. recent tributes to Sir Alex Ferguson in
Britain) or condemn them (e.g. President Bush and the alleged Iranian axis of evil, or
President Obama and Syria's President Assad). Paul commends Philemon for his work in
the church and his good character.
Considering the 'who, why, what and how' of persuasion will greatly aid our reading of Paul.
But the point of it all is so that we, too, can then be persuaded of the great practical and
doctrinal truths that he was so passionate about communicating.
References:
(1) 2 Cor.10:10 (2) 2 Pet.3:15, NIV
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Letter writing

Rhetorical devices (2)
by Martin Jones, Toronto, Canada
DIDYOUKNOWTHATPAULSLETTERSWOULDLI
KELYHAVELOOKEDSOMETHINGLIKETHISWIT
HNOPUNCTUATIONNOSPACESBETWEENWOR
DSSENTENCESANDPARAGRAPHSNOHEADING
SORUNDERLININGSNOVERSEDEMARCATIONS
NOCHAPTERSNOCONCEPTOFUPPERORLOWER
CASELETTERS
So we should be very thankful indeed for modern Bible versions which
not only translate into current languages, but also format the text so that
the modern reader finds it (reasonably) easy to follow!
But how was Paul expected to produce something engaging and
memorable when he couldn't rely on modern tools to split the letter up
into clear sections and signpost where he was leading? In addition, his
letters were designed to be read aloud in public and there would be
little opportunity for poring over the text as scholars do today.
The answer is that Paul was a bit of an expert on structural devices.
His rhetorical devices were aids to persuasion; these were more often
an aid to memory. We're not, primarily, identifying them to help us
memorise, but to aid us in navigating through passages that can seem,
to the unsuspecting, to either be a disorderly mess or oddly
convoluted. No such thing! Ironically, modern formatting may, at
times, have hindered our ability to navigate. Here is a great example of
what is called 'synonymous parallelism':
(A) To the Jews (B) I became like a Jew, (C) to win the Jews. (A) To
those under the law (B) I became like one under the law... (C) so as
to win those under the law. (A) To those not having the law (B) I
became like one
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not having the law... (C) so as to win those not having the law. (A) To the weak (B) I became
weak, (C) to win the weak. 1
Note the almost poetic A-B-C pattern repeated each time and how easy it is to remember.
The pattern is more complicated in inverted parallels or 'chiasms' - a central thought with
parallel text. See it in action below in Rom.2:6-11, where similar statements are made in each
pair of A, B and Cs to reinforce the message in an A-B-C-C-B-A pattern:
(A) "God will repay each person according to what they have done." (B) To those who by
persistence in doing good seek glory, honor and immortality, he will give eternal life. (C) But
for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and follow evil, there will be wrath
and anger. (C) There will be trouble and distress for every human being who does evil: first
for the Jew, then for the Gentile: (B) but glory, honor and peace for everyone who does
good: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile. (A) For God does not show favoritism.
Another device is called an enthymeme - a statement which involves three assertions, but
only two are mentioned because the third is assumed to be self-evident. First identified by
Aristotle, it's still in use today, as in: "Hamish likes haggis because he's Scottish." This
omits the 'fact' that all Scots like haggis and logically, as Hamish is a Scot, so must he. Why
use it? Apart from brevity, by mentally having to fill in the blanks, the reader engages and
buys into the material more effectively than if it was all spelled out in detail. So, if you find
Paul quite mentally challenging to read, that's actually not a bad thing and it was perhaps the
intention! To illustrate, in Rom.5:12, Paul says, Therefore, just as sin entered the world
through one man, and death through sin, and in this way death came to all people, because
all sinned. The blank that you need to fill in to complete the picture is that all people are
descendants of Adam, a fact which was self-evident to his Jewish audience.
Finally, there's even a word for when Paul simply seems to abruptly go off on a different
tack - this is known as an anacoluthon'. Spotting one will avoid you trying vainly to link
Paul's thoughts together! But in Greek usage this wasn't an accident; it was a device to jolt
the audience and grab their attention by a rapid, unexpected change - perhaps Paul had
Eutychus in mind! Examples include 2 Cor.1:22-23; Gal.2:6 and Gal.6:1.
Hopefully, this series has provided a fresh perspective on, and reawakened interest in, muchtravelled passages. We owe a lot to Paul for our spiritual milk and meat, but even more so to
the God who gave him all the literary tools he needed, literally inspired every word, and
divinely preserved them for us for almost 2,000 years.
References:
(1) 1 Cor.9:20-22
Bible quotations from NIV
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Betrayed!
by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland
Although nothing could ever surprise the Lord Jesus Christ- for His
divine omniscience meant He knew the end from the beginning - still,
in His experience of manhood, He knew what it was to be deeply
hurt. The prophet Isaiah wrote that the Messiah would be a man of
sorrows. 1 His pain would not only be physical, but spiritual and also
emotional.
What causes deeper emotional pain than to be betrayed! The Lord Jesus
was not just betrayed by an enemy, but by someone who was very
close to Him - a friend and a companion. David, writing by the Spirit in
the Psalms, expressed the experience of the Lord: Even my close
friend in whom I trusted, who ate my bread, has lifted his heel
against me.2
These prophetic words were quoted to Jesus' disciples by the Lord in
the upper room on the night that they were being fulfilled.3 What
sorrow and hurt He must have felt!
'Betrayed' is the title of a book written by Stan Telchin.4 It describes
Stan's experience when his daughter phoned him one day to say that
she had accepted Jesus as her Messiah and had become a Christian.
He felt betrayed! How could his daughter, whom he loved, do such a
thing? Stan was Jewish.
He resolutely set out to prove her mistaken and misguided. Being a
methodical man, he collected his resource material and began reading
the New Testament for himself. He planned to find 'ammunition' to
convince his daughter that she was wrong and to persuade her to
return to the Jewish faith. Love for her, and a desire to rescue her
from the 'clutches' of Christianity, spurred him on.
As Stan began to read the New Testament accounts of Jesus' life and
ministry, and to compare them with the Old Testament prophecies
concerning the coming
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Messiah, Stan began a journey into faith. He describes in his book his initial deep hurt and
sense of betrayal and then his final joy at his own discovery and acceptance of Jesus as
Messiah and personal Saviour and Lord.
The final chapter of Jesus' sojourn on earth as a man of sorrows began that fateful night
when Judas appeared with a band of armed officers to arrest Jesus at the Garden of
Gethsemane. Matthew records the depth of Judas' treachery: Now the betrayer had given
them a sign, saying, "The one I kiss is the man; seize him. "And he came up to Jesus at once
and said, "Greetings, Rabbi!" And he kissed him. Jesus said to him, "Friend, do what you
came to do."5
There was a deep wound inflicted that night, deeper than any Roman nail or spear: betrayed
with a kiss by one whom Jesus called "friend". Jesus had selected Judas to be one of His
twelve divinely chosen men who would follow Him. learn from Him, be sent out by Him with
special powers to heal and cast out evil spirits6 and to be His witnesses. Judas had a
privileged place in Jesus' inner circle. Luke, in his account of the choosing of the Twelve after
Jesus had spent the night in prayer, ends his list with the words, and Judas Iscariot, who
became a traitor.7 While the other disciples were learning to become fishers of men, Judas
was learning treachery.
John, in his gospel account, gives us a further insight into the character of Judas. Mary of
Bethany had used expensive ointment to anoint Jesus in an act of loving devotion, and Judas
criticised her actions, saying that the ointment could have been sold and the money given to
the poor. John writes: He said this, not because he cared about the poor, but because he was
a thief, and having charge of the moneybag he used to help himself to what was put into it.8
This love of money showed a flaw in Judas' character that motivated him to go to the high
priests and agree to betray Jesus for thirty pieces of silver.
It is also recorded by John concerning Judas, that during the meal in the upper room, Satan
entered into him.9 Treachery, betrayal, greed and Satan - they form an evil quartet.
The kind and manner of betrayal Jesus experienced was unique to Him. Christians have
sometimes experienced betrayal by someone they trusted, and found it to be a very bitter
experience. Sometimes, sadly, it is a fellow Christian who lets us down in a time of need, and
it can be a struggle to pray for those whom we feel have hurt us and to be willing to forgive
them. If that is your experience just now, then there is One who can sympathise with you, and
who ever lives to help you and to intercede for you, for He is a Great High Priest.10
References:
(1) Isa.53:3 (2) Ps.41:9 (3) Jn 13:18 (4) Stan Telchin, Betrayed, Marshalls, 1981
(5) Matt.26:48-50 (6) Matt.10:1,8 (7) Lk.6:16 (8) Jn 12:6 (9) Jn 13:27 (10) Heb.7:25-26
Bible quotations are from the ESV
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A tangible closeness
An interview with Ros Hickling, Cromer, England
We are very appreciative that Ros Hickling has been willing to
speak of her tragic loss of her young husband, Duncan. Duncan
was called home over three years ago, at age 42.
Could you outline something of your general family
circumstances prior to Duncan's home-call?
We were a close-knit family of four living in a small thatched
cottage in a quiet village in North Norfolk. We were happy and
apparently healthy and belonged to our local Church of God in
Cromer.
We had little in terms of material wealth, and financial struggle
seemed to be a regular companion. However, we were blessed
with a sense of contentment and an understanding of who God is
and of His divine dealings in the lives of individuals. It was with
this strong Christian belief that my husband and I together brought
up our two children.
However, on a fairly bright Saturday morning in September 2009
my life and the lives of our children would change forever. It was
the day on which my nephew had arranged his 'stag do' and my
husband (Duncan) travelled over to Warwickshire to attend the
event.
Later that day, my daughter and I were returning home from
shopping and we could hear the telephone ringing in the house. It
was my brother who gave me the news that my husband had been
rushed to hospital and the situation was very serious. I telephoned
the Warwickshire hospital and was told to get there as quickly as
possible.
On our arrival we were given the worst news possible. My young
husband, who I thought was invincible had suffered a fatal heart
attack and had been suddenly taken from this world and ushered
into his eternal home with the Lord.
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How would you describe your experience of God's help and presence when the reality
began to sink in that the Lord had taken Duncan?
It is difficult to describe what I felt on receiving that devastating news. My first reaction was to
protect my children who were with me and I put my arms around them both and held them
close. I then wanted, more than anything to see my husband and the nurse took me (and my
sister who accompanied me) into the room where he lay. Through my shock and heartache
there remained a degree of rationale and on looking at my husband's face I could see without
any doubt that his soul and the very essence of him was gone. The knowledge and sight of
that fact had a profound impact on me, because I could see that the person that I knew and
loved was gone from that body and I also knew without doubt that his soul was now with the
Lord. It was, of course, the face that I loved and I gently held his hand and with tears said
my goodbye.
Well, the days, weeks and months that followed were heavy and hard to bear as we slowly
came to terms with our inconceivable loss - my husband, the children's father, our family
and spiritual head and my 'beloved Dune'. The enormity of what had happened sometimes
dawned upon me afresh and I was overwhelmed with sorrow.
Although the tears flowed and my heart was broken, there was not any time when I felt
actual despair. I knew that the same God who held Duncan also held me and I would go
through this trauma with God's help. Letters arrived daily by the dozen from people in the
fellowship of churches of God from around the world, assuring us of prayer support and
giving scriptures to comfort. I recall that reading the Scriptures was like balm to my soul and
there were times when I know that it was only the Lord who understood the depth of my
sorrow. I drew close to Him and I knew a real sense of complete and indescribable peace.
When I felt at my lowest ebb, I knew that if I prayed then the Lord would lift me up, as He
did on countless occasions. It was this experience which sustained me and I felt the Lord's
presence so strongly, with His sustaining grace and leading. It was for me a new and deeper
experience of God with an almost tangible closeness which gave me an amazing strength and
hope.
In what way would you say that you've developed a greater sense of God and increased
faith as you pass through the bereavement process and into changed circumstances?
I believe that the Lord has blessed me with a deep faith in Him and although my husband
was far too young to die in our earthly understanding of things, I know that it was no mere
accident and that it was part of God's plan which, although hard to accept or understand, we
must submit to the will of the One who is above all things and before all things. (Col.1:1520)
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Naturally we wonder why God chose to take Duncan at a young age, but if we really have any
grasp of who God is, then, although we sorrow, we would never challenge His purposes and
we must graciously submit to His will.
I am no different from any other person and I have very many failings as a Christian, but I
do know that His grace is sufficient for me and that His power is made perfect in weakness.
(2 Cor.12:9)
Well, that was over three years ago now and life has continued and I have had to adjust to
my new status of 'widow'.
The Lord has continued to lead us and bless us in many ways and He has provided
abundantly for all of our needs. I have the peace that passes all understanding and I am
content. I know that the Lord will continue to lead me in my life and I look to Him to guide
me and my children in the future. Great is His faithfulness.
Luther once wrote in one of his letters to Erasmus, "your thoughts of God are too human"
and we are all guilty of that; of never really appreciating the supremacy of Christ. When
we can grasp that God is greater than all our reasoning, then I believe we will find it much
easier to accept His will. I hope, therefore, that this brief account of my experience invokes in
you some desire to increase your appreciation of God, of who He is and of the attributes of
His character. He is literally awesome and we should revere Him, give thanks to Him for
His grace, mercy and love to us and trust Him without doubting.
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One-anothering

Stir up one another to
good works
by Richard Hutchinson, Cullybackey, N. Ireland
The Christian faith is not something to be held alone. God has called
us to be together in our faith, and our fellowship together not only
reaps all kinds of benefits, but it brings responsibilities to one another.
So why does it matter so much? Firstly we're looking at the
exhortation: Let us consider how to stir up one another to love and
good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of some,
but encouraging one another. 1 It's important not to limit our idea of
what good works means to charitable acts. The word 'good' here does
not only mean morally good, but can mean beautiful, precious, useful,
and even beneficial to the mind.
Good works are our focus here, and it's a matter of perhaps more
importance than we often see it given. We have been created in
Christ Jesus for good works, which God has prepared beforehand
that we should walk in them.2 Our purpose as a new creation in Christ3
is to walk in the good works God has laid out for us to do. Paul told
Titus not only that he was to be 'a model of good works',4 but that the
Lord Jesus had given Himself for us, not only to redeem us from all
lawlessness but to purify for himself a people for his own possession
who are zealous for good works.5 He wanted a people who would not
follow their own sinful desires but would follow His will, and where
our own desires produce lawlessness, God's will leads to good
works. Twice in his letter to Titus, Paul expresses his desire that the
people would devote themselves to good works, saying that they are
excellent and profitable for people6 and that they may not be
unfruitful.7 Not only
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do those works please God, but they bless and build up the doers and they testify to others
about His goodness. The Lord told His disciples in the Sermon on the Mount, "Let your light
shine before others, so that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father
who is in heaven."8
Notice, they were to stir up, or provoke, each other to produce good works. It's a strange
word to choose, being used largely in a negative sense, such as the sharp contention of Paul
and Barnabas in Acts 15:39. The Greek word is paroxusmos, from which the medical
community will recognise our word 'paroxysm', which is the sudden attack or worsening of
a disease, or more generally a violent fit of emotion. It's closely related to another word for
'provoke', paroxuno, which is literally 'to sharpen alongside', or to goad.
So why did the writer choose paroxusmos as his word for stimulate? There are certainly
gentler words he could have opted for to get the sense of stirring up or stimulating. Perhaps
it is that the Hebrew Christians were already provoking one another to less than beautiful
works, to anger and jealousy and strife rather than to love. It may be that this was why some
were neglecting to meet together, because clashing personalities were making church a
difficult place to be. We can easily irritate and agitate others into fits of emotion, and we see
that too often. Some have walked away from their fellowship with the Lord over no longer
being able to bear the fellowship of their fellow Christians. The writer here is encouraging
them that, when they are together, their company and their talk, their actions for one another
should all be provocation, but provocation to love and beautiful things done together and
for each other. Time spent in each other's company should be enlivening and inspiring, a
stimulus to do more and do better for the Lord we serve together. So how do we ensure that
we are provoking the right way?
We are to 'consider' one another in order that we can have that effect - and the word means to
understand, to perceive or discover - to actively engage one's mind to that end - something
that is to be done fully or intensely. If we don't take the time to know and understand our
brothers and sisters in the Lord, we will not provoke them to love and good works, but we
will still provoke them. Let's not presume we know people, no matter how long we've been in
a church with them. It's too easy to have a casual relationship with someone one day of every
week, but that's not fellowship and it's not what being in a Church of God is meant to be.
If we want to continue steadfastly in the Fellowship then let's actively work together at
knowing each other more.
References:
(1) Heb.10:24-25 (2) Eph.2:10 (3) 2 Cor.5:17 (4) Tit.2:7 (5) Tit.2:14 (6) Tit.3:8
(7) Tit.3:14 (8) Matt.5:16
Bible quotations from ESV
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One-anothering

Forgiving one
another
by Stephen McCabe, Belfast, N. Ireland
Have you ever been really hurt by someone? So painfully hurt that
you find it difficult to forgive them? Many people in the world today
are probably of the opinion that in that situation you don't forgive
the person who hurt you, but simply try to forget about it and move
on with your life. As disciples of the Lord Jesus, however, we
cannot take such an approach - especially when the one needing
forgiveness is one with whom we serve. This was Paul's concern in
the highlighted verse to the left, written to people serving together as
a church.
Not only do we find it difficult to forgive, as human beings, but we
can also find it difficult to accept forgiveness. Why? Perhaps we are
sometimes too proud to admit we have done wrong in the first place.
Perhaps it is because we all have a sense that our wrongs need to be
paid for. We feel the need for justice to be done, even when we are
on the receiving end.
Forgiveness can be a painful thing, both for the person forgiving, and
the one who needs to be forgiven - the reason for the lasting pain is
that when we hurt someone, or are hurt by someone else, it is not
reversible. We can't turn back time. We can't flip a switch and
make it go away. The damage is done, and needs to be dealt with in
some way before we can genuinely move on with that person.
And that's really as far as we can go as human beings. But, in
Eph.4:32, Paul inspires us to look beyond the human, to the divine.
We are asked not just to forgive one another, but to forgive one
another as God
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in Christ forgave you. When we begin to understand that, we begin to understand what
forgiveness really is.
The Greek word rendered 'forgive' in the verse is charizomai. It is usually translated, simply,
as 'give'. But it is translated as 'forgive' when in the context of incurring debt (whether
monetary, offence given to someone, or transgression against God). The idea is of the one
to whom the debt is owed 'giving' a cancellation of the debt to the offender - and the result is
forgiveness.
The Lord Jesus talked about forgiveness in the context of debt too. He illustrates what real
forgiveness is all about in Matt.18:21-35. It is the story of a servant who owed his master
more money than he could possibly repay. The master originally threatened to sell the
servant's family and possessions to get some return for the debt, but when the servant
begged for mercy, the master forgave the debt completely. Notice, though, that there is
something in the story that is not explicitly stated. The master gave the cancellation of the
debt. The point I am making is that when the master forgave the servant's debt, the debt did
not simply disappear. The master himself absorbed the debt - the cost of it fell on him!
There we see grace. Similarly, when a person forgives, they act in grace, accepting the full
brunt of the hurt or injustice that has been caused to them, rather than returning it on the one
who caused it.
And that is what happened when Jesus died. We are forgiven, as saved disciples of the Lord
Jesus Christ. But our debt did not simply disappear. God's forgiveness of us, in Christ, is
built on the fact that He bore the cost of it Himself. At Calvary, the Lord Jesus accepted
the loss on our behalf - justice has been done.
It is so important that we forgive one another (really forgive, graciously bearing the hurt as
God has done for us, in Christ) when repentance is evident.1 If we can't or don't forgive in
the true sense, then bitterness inevitably creeps into our lives, causing untold trouble - and
also having an impact on those with whom we serve.2 That's something we should be
striving to avoid. Rather, as we delight in our own unmerited forgiveness from God, we
should become tenderhearted. That tenderheartedness should lead to forgiving one another
- as God in Christ has forgiven us.
References:
(1) see Lk.17:3 (2) see Heb.12:14-15
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One-anothering

Carrying one another's
burdens
by Paul Merchant, Musselburgh, Scotland
"I hope he dies before I do", the leaflet cover said in bold print beside
a photo of an elderly mother and her disabled son. These shocking and
heartfelt words of an elderly parent were used recently by a Scottish
charity to challenge the government for more residential care for
disabled sons and daughters with ageing parents. We look around
and see so many people carrying burdens, some obvious, but many
in secret, whether family, neighbours, work colleagues or minority
groups in society. Then there are whole societies in parts of the world
enduring the burdens of poverty, hunger and hopelessness.

Personal burdens
Ralph is a friend who has multiple sclerosis, which is a degenerative
disease of the nervous system with no cure. He now uses crutches
indoors and a wheelchair outdoors, has become incontinent, has
impaired cognition and his marriage has just ended. He carries the
burden of a slow downward spiral into helplessness. This is where
Christian compassion and practical support can relieve some of the
burden. The regular home visit, phone call, keeping in touch texting,
and having the occasional, relaxing evening out can all make a
person feel valued when they may not value themselves. The
listening ear of a patient friend costs nothing, yet is so valuable.
There are many other examples of burdens that can be reduced. The
increasing needs of our expanding elderly population in many
churches with their needs, some obvious and others hidden. So
many ageing friends
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protect their sense of independence when there is a need for support from others. We may envy
grandparents and their pleasures, but they supply 40% of childcare for parents who are
working or studying and over 70% of childcare the rest of the time, which can feel as if the
responsibility of bringing up children becomes a burden placed on dutiful grandparents.1

Spiritual burdens
Carry each other's burdens, and in this way you will fulfill the law of Christ. 2 The context
of this exhortation is about how to relate to a disciple who has succumbed to temptation.
The Apostle Paul, in his rich experience of pastoral care, urges Christian to relate with
concern and spiritual discernment to those weaker in the faith. Others are oppressed by
particular personal, chronic temptation and need our support in their resistance rather than
dismissive criticism behind their backs. Others may be assailed by doubt of their Christian
faith, or enduring their Christian life in a small church, or attracted to the private, secret
world of the uncensored internet. One of the ways to share the burden is for the person to
agree to be accountable by meeting regularly with a trusted Christian to share progress in
keeping to agreed boundaries and thereby reduce the occasions when the temptation trips
them up. The weight of the spiritual burden is cast off. From spiritual fatigue to freedom in
Christ.

Social burdens
Christians see the burden of sin having a corrosive effect on their local communities and
seek to alleviate the burden and suffering by setting up charities. The Haven near Glasgow,
Scotland, is a Christian charity that assists adults to get free of addictions and to gain their
self-respect and to live independently. Addicts are challenged with the gospel and many
come to faith and freedom in Christ. Their double burden is lifted. One is from the burden
of physical addiction to harmful substances and the other is from the burden of their sins,
lifted when a person believes in the death of Christ for their sins.
The Lord Jesus famously said, "Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I
will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in
heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light."3
Christ makes an invitation to take what he offers. The yoke Jesus describes is the shoulder
harness across two oxen which keeps the animals side by side, pulling the plough together.
So it is for all those who are weary and burdened and hear Christ's invitation to take his yoke
and walk with him day by day.
References:
(1) Family - keeping you in touch, Care for the Family magazine, Cardiff, 2013 edition
(2) Gal.6:2 (3) Matt.11:28-29
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One-anothering

Exhorting one
another
by Gareth Andrews, Belfast, N. Ireland
Strive to excel in building up the church ... Let all things be done for
building up. 1
When Jeremiah was called as a prophet, the Lord said to him:
"Behold, I have put my words in your mouth. See, I have set you this
day over nations and over kingdoms, to pluck up and to break
down, to destroy and to overthrow, to build and to plant."2 God is
the master builder, but He has also chosen to use individuals, as
prophets, to warn, admonish, edify and exhort His people over
centuries. Today God wants each of us to build one another up.
To edify means to instruct or improve (someone) morally or
spiritually and our word itself comes from the Latin 'to build.' To
exhort means to strongly encourage, to urge. Perhaps 'edify' and
'exhort' are not words we generally use on a daily basis any more, but
they are actions that we should be striving to perform at every
opportunity.
Paul wanted to use the authority that the Lord had given him for
building others up and not for tearing down.3 When giving instruction
to the members of the Church of God in Corinth on spiritual gifts,
Paul is keen to emphasise the underlying point that all things be done
for building up the church. Not only do we have a responsibility to
build one another up, but also we should strive to excel at it. So this
is not just the task of one or two individuals in a church who, like
Barnabas,4 are perhaps gifted in it, but it should be a concern and
focus of every mature believer.
God wants believers to serve together in churches where, like
living stones, they are being built up as a
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spiritual house,5 and the mutual fellowship of being together in His service is something we
should delight in and not miss out on.6 However, serving together as brothers and sisters who
are still imperfect is sometimes not without difficulty. In the letter to the Romans, Paul
acknowledges that when he writes: so then let us pursue what makes for peace and mutual
upbuilding.7
He goes on to say: Let each of us please his neighbour for his good, to build him up. For
Christ did not please himself, but as it is written, "The reproaches of those who reproached
you fell on me." For whatever was written informer days was written for our instruction,
that through endurance and through the encouragement of the Scriptures we might have
hope. May the God of endurance and encouragement grant you to live in such harmony
with one another, in accord with Christ Jesus, that together you may with one voice glorify
the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. 8 Here Paul reminds us that in Christ we see
our supreme example, and in the Scriptures we see the source and method of instruction
and encouragement, of edification and exhortation. With these the God of encouragement
gives us the ability to live in harmony with one another, so that we can serve effectively
together.
Therefore, as you received Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk in him, rooted and built up in him
and established in the faith, just as you were taught, abounding in thanksgiving.9 Our walk is
to be in Christ Jesus the Lord, and we are to be rooted in Him and built up in Him. In the
Greek, 'rooted' is in the past tense -it is unconditional as a result of the work of Christ Jesus
the Lord - but the effect of being 'built up' is present and conditional. It should be a
consequence of our personal walk of faith, and also by the exhortation and edification of our
fellow-saints.10
So, as so much more than a vague sentiment or an occasional conscious act, it is perhaps
more a selfless attitude - always looking for opportunities to build each other up, not in a
superficial or a shallow way, but as a natural expression of a deep-rooted and genuine care
for one another.
May the result be the same for us as for the early churches: So the church throughout all
Judea and Galilee and Samaria had peace and was being built up. And walking in the fear
of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit, it multiplied. 11
References:
(1) 1 Cor.14:12,26 (2) Jer.1:9-10 (3) 2 Cor.13:10 (4) Acts 4:36 (5) 1 Pet.2:5 (6) Heb.10:25
(7) Rom.14:19 (8) Rom.15:2-6 (9) Col.2:6-7 (10) Heb.3:13 (11) Acts 9:31
Bible quotations from ESV
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Mission

YFR
by Keith Dorricott, Toronto, Canada
When I arrived at the first YFR at old Kinmel Hall in North Wales in
June 1992, it reminded me of what it must have been like for those
early disciples almost 2000 years ago when the churches of God first
came into existence. There were so many disciples, from so many
places, all together in one place, enjoying being taught from the
Lord, having real spiritual fellowship with each other, and joining
together in serving the Lord. It was a very happy time.
Actually, YFR (the Youth Fellowship Rally) began at Mount Forest
teen camp in Canada in the late 1980s. Some young men from
Britain and Canada were together and began discussing the
possibility of having an event like this. One thing led to another, and
it was arranged - which was a huge undertaking. Some overseers
were concerned about this 'grassroots movement', and I can
remember being asked to answer questions at an overseers'
conference beforehand, to assure them that everything was OK - which
it certainly was. The event was timed to coincide with the 100th
anniversary of the restoration of the Fellowship of churches of God.
Arthur Chamings, 88 years old, was one of the speakers! Many longlasting friendships were formed among the roughly 400 people there,
who had great times of singing. Four full-time Lord's servants got up
one day and shared their personal stories, which had quite an impact.
The highlight of the whole event, however, was on the Sunday
morning when we all gathered for the Remembrance with the Church
of God in Rhyl. No one had ever been at such a large
Remembrance, and there was hardly a gap in the offerings of
praise. Then the concluding talk of the event was by Kevin Jones on
the subject of "Consecrate yourselves, for tomorrow the Lord will do
amazing
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things among you", from Josh.3:5. So we all set off with intentions of doing just that, and
hopes of being back 4 years later.
Four years later we were back, again at Kinmel Hall, with the topic 'Carpe Diem - Seize the
Day'. Again it was outstanding, with many there. Then in the year 2002 it moved to the
University of Nottingham and the topic was 'Going Deeper'. I remember a gospel meeting
held on the Sunday. I had been asked to get up and thank Phil Capewell, the speaker,
afterwards. When I got up and looked out at the large audience I couldn't see a soul, due to
the lighting. I realized he had given that great gospel message staring into darkness!
The next two were both at Cefn Lea in mid-Wales; in 2004 the topic was 'Jesus 24/7' and in
2008 it was 'Turn & See', based on John's great vision of the Lord in Rev.1. By now it was
clear - despite its name, that YFR wasn't just for young people. People of all ages were
coming to enjoy the event and mix with one another. It's such an encouragement and uplift
to be part of a group of 300 to 400 enthusiastic disciples 24/7, who truly want to grow in their
Christian lives.
This past summer I was able to be at my sixth YFR (yes, I've been to them all) - again at
Cefn Lea. It was perhaps the best ever, although that's a common feeling when things go
really well. Christians were there from Jamaica, West Africa, Australia, USA, Canada and all
over the UK. The talks were outstanding on the theme of 'The Battle' - our vital special
warfare with our adversary. The singing was again very moving, helped by the song leaders
and bands. The breakout groups were very useful to many people, as I repeatedly heard. The
fellowship was at a premium level - it wasn't just socializing, it was sharing important
concerns and joys. And there were a lot of children there (the future of our churches) - who
all came out on the last night and recited their Bible verses, dressed in costumes for 'The
Battle'. And then the next morning off we went to Birmingham for another wonderful
Remembrance - again the highlight!
I know for a fact that the Lord changed some lives at the 2012 YFR, just as I know He had
in previous years. May He continue to do that every 4 years until He returns.
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Ineffectual prayer
by George Prasher
Under the heading, 'Prayer that went unanswered', a UK magazine
report asserted that 'when it comes to healing the sick, the power of
prayer is not effective.'
This conclusion was drawn from the results of an elaborately
organized study in the United States, costing $2.4 million.1 Three
Christian congregations were asked to pray for 1800 heart surgery
patients. Prayer was to continue for two weeks after the surgery
took place. They were to ask God that the patient might have 'a
quick and healthy recovery, and no complications'.
The patients were divided into three groups: those who knew they
were being prayed for; those prayed for without their knowledge;
and those who were not prayed for at all. In both the second and
third groups 52% suffered complications. So did 59% of those
who knew they were being prayed for.
Scriptural examples of God's working in direct response to prayer
for healing bodily illness are instructive. They clearly illustrate
that He acts according to His sovereign will in the circumstances of
our individual lives. For example, when Hezekiah, king of Judah
was sick and near death, Isaiah the prophet...said to him, "Thus
says the LORD: 'Set your house in order, for you shall die and not
live.' "2
Then Hezekiah turned his face toward the wall, and prayed to the
LORD, and said, "Remember now, O LORD, I pray, how I have
walked before You in truth and with a loyal heart, and have done
what is good in Your sight. " And Hezekiah wept bitterly. 3 Before
Isaiah had left the palace court God's word came to him again:
"Go and tell Hezekiah, 'Thus says the LORD, the God of David
your father: "I have heard your prayer, I have seen your tears;
surely I will add to your days fifteen years"...'".4
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By contrast, although the apostle Paul pleaded with the Lord three times to remove what he
described as a thorn in the flesh, his request was not granted.5 Paul came to understand that this
was lest [he] should be exalted above measure by the abundance of the revelations he had
received.6
The expression 'unanswered prayer' perhaps lends itself to misunderstanding. God's response
to Hezekiah's supplication and tears we see clearly as answered prayer. Was not His negative
response to Paul's prayer equally an answer? We have to recognize that whether the answer
to prayer for recovery from illness is positive or negative, God has heard our prayers:
'And whether Thou dost give or not,
'Tis love that grants, and love denies.'7
It has been helpfully said that 'prayers of faith are answered, not simply because they are prayed
in faith, but only if they are prayed in the will of God'. As we read in 1 Jn 5:14, Now this is
the confidence that we have in Him, that if we ask anything according to His will, He hears
us.
God is glorified when the believer's faith remains unshaken despite disappointment when
He does not grant the recovery from illness we naturally so much desire. For in infinite
wisdom and love He sees so far beyond our limited understanding.
There is of course abundant Christian testimony to God's remarkable working in response to
prayer for healing from illness. Is it not true that all healing derives from Him through the
processes built into our physical constitution? David's words reflect this truth:
Bless the LORD, O my soul;
And forget not all His benefits:
Who forgives all your iniquities,
Who heals all your diseases. 8
In circumstances of serious illness the Christian believer instinctively takes refuge in God,
with earnest prayer that He may grant healing and restoration. Sometimes this may not be
God's will, but frequently He uses the medical treatment to bring about recovery. Even with
cases where the patient's survival seems medically improbable, there are at times dramatic
recoveries following special exercise in prayer.
Thankfully, let us pray without ceasing, assured that we have a God who hears and answers
prayer.
Unto thee, O LORD, will I call; my rock, be not thou deaf unto me:
Lest, if thou be silent unto me,
I become like them that go down into the pit.9
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All on the altar for God

The burnt offering
by Martin Archibald, Paisley, Scotland
We take ourselves back in thought to the days of Israel's passing
through the wilderness, and visualize how ...
Nahshon rose with the dawn that day, for which he had waited to
present his gift. He drew aside his tent-door to study the pillar above
the great Tent at the centre of the camp. Its fiery base now towered
into bright cloud touched by the ascending sun. If it rose up, they'd
have to wait for another day, for soon the trumpets would ring out, and
Nahshon's household would pack at once, to lead Judah at the head of
the clans on the march.1
For Nahshon was the prince, and he gave thanks silently to the Lord,
since he had been richly blessed with a loving wife, sons and
daughters, multiplying herds, and the respect of his people. So now
the servants, too, would join him in making a fitting return to their
merciful God. As they left Sinai they had presented an ox for the
wagon that was to bear the sanctuary fittings, with gold and silver
vessels, and more, for the consecration of the altar.2 But that was
required of their position - more like an honour to them. Nahshon had
a deeper personal appreciation to express. So he had set aside their
finest bull after close inspection, and, yes, the cloud was still above
the Tent, and they'd all take care to keep themselves clean, to
sacrifice a young bull today.3 All the household set out through the
camp, though they knew that no-one would receive meat, for
everything was for God, except the hide for the priest. It was a
'whole offering', to be wholly consumed on the altar.
At the curtain-gate of the court, Nahshon stepped forward to explain
his purpose and allow the bull to be checked. Then came the hardest
part: to lay his hand on its head and kill this creature that had been so
carefully reared. The family watched his hand, and the knife, and
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all felt the pain - they were all so closely involved! The priest caught the blood in a bowl and
sprinkled it against the altar, at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting - where the family could
watch. Nahshon then flayed the skin and cut out the parts, washed the inwards and the legs,
and passed all to the priest to lay on the burning wood. This giving to God was unforgettable
for them all, and no light matter for the priests, though they dealt with so many sacrifices.
Then the family of the prince of Judah made its way home, sobered by the emotional cost of
it all, yet glad that they had been able to honour the Lord in accord with the Law.
This illustrative example is characteristic of the burnt offerings Israel made collectively as
God's people. The apostle Paul teaches that those people all... drank from the spiritual rock
that accompanied them, and that rock was Christ.4 So it may be that the most thoughtful of
them also wondered what the detailed guidance in the Law could mean, since it came from
the Lord. Surely the God who included so much kindness and fairness in His law must mean
more than met the eye!

The 'whole offering' today
The Christian believer today has the benefit of New Testament light on that shadow of the
good things to come.5 Those committed to forming a people for God are called to worship
together as a holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus
Christ,6 the great high priest. 7 Our sacrifices are expressed verbally, but have some
correspondence in purpose to what those Israelites brought, and this includes bringing to God
something that will capture the 'whole offering' aspect pictured above. Heb.10:19-21 shows
that the Breaking of the Bread is a fit setting for this priestly activity, for bread and wine
symbolize the body and blood of our Lord, through which we enter the holy place above. As
we express our appreciation, what could excel in our thoughts the worth of Christ to God?
The focus is not only on Christ as our saviour, but preciously on how God saw His Son
accept the humblest places on earth, among people plagued with sin, yet offer all of
Himself, unhindered, to the service of the Father. That was the 'whole offering' of all time! To
have something to say worthy of that subject, we need to know more of our God and of His
Christ. We will find it not solely in studying God's dealings with man, but also in meditation
upon Christ's character, even prompted by our experience of Him and of Christ in daily life.

The prime offering
The burnt offering had prime place in the series ordained in Leviticus, and elsewhere in the
Bible. Before the Law was given, it was offered by Noah in deep thankfulness for
deliverance from the Flood. By it, Abraham signalled his reverence for the greatness of the
God who had called him into eternal blessing. It was the burnt offering that was to be upon
the altar morning and
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evening at the gateway to the Tent, to sanctify the meeting point of God with His people, and
to allow Him to dwell with them.8 Today it guides us into the highest elevation of His
people's praise.

Acceptance at one place
To be acceptable, the offering had to be without defect. The offerer must also lay his hand on
its head, ... and it will be accepted on his behalf, to make atonement for him.9 We also are
wonderfully accepted because God sees us in the perfection of His Son.
The sacrifice must be brought to the place where God caused His name to dwell, enabling
fellowship before the Lord. This point was renewed when Israel entered the land.10 The
thought of one centre is again implied in Solomon's prayer before the Temple, and today in
the prime importance of worshipping collectively in God's one house. Is this not a reminder
of the completeness of the Lord's design for service - that He wishes us to be together
before Him, that each might have a sense of belonging, like those gathered as one before
the Tent? My offering is intended to have an enriching effect on others who have
fellowship with me at the Lord's table, as part of a holy priesthood worshipping in the
heavenly tent which the Lord pitched.

God's regard for the individual
Israel's worshipper could bring a male from the herd, the flock (of sheep or goats), or a
dove. This was allowance for the means of the individual - a sign of God's regard for the
circumstances of each worshipper, like many precepts in His law. Paul taught that... if the
willingness is there, the gift is acceptable according to what one has, not... what one does
not have. 11 It is heart-warming that our God loves first our willingness, and then also, He is
delighted to recognise when a smaller offering (as it may seem to us) comes from the equally
felt exercise of the less endowed.

The prince of life and glory
What then should the prize young male of the herd or flock mean to us? Here is the picture
of the guarantor of healthy growth in future stock, their ever-present guardian, and strength
to plough for sowing. Here is Christ the young prince in the prime of life, dedicated to serve
His Father's will. Three times the burnt offering is called 'an aroma pleasing to the Lord' - not
attractive to man, but precious to God. Surely there is a voice here for our service too, calling
us to give ourselves first to the Lord, as Paul appreciated in the example of the
Macedonians.12
The washing of inner parts and legs next speaks to us of the Lord's inner integrity, found
also in His pure walk, whether clearing out the profiteers from the Temple courts, or, tired
from His journey, to find one woman by the well - as no Jew had ever done - and many
more from the town.
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Then we saw that Nahshon and his family watched from the gateway the blood sprinkled and
the parts uncovered and presented on the altar. So with us:
'We hear the words of love,
We gaze upon the blood,
We see the mighty Sacrifice,
And we have peace with God.'13

The mind of Christ
The head of the sacrificed animal is specially mentioned, speaking to us of the mind of
Christ, directed always into doing the will of the Father. We see mind and heart in harmony
of will on the last night with His own, when He loved them to the end, took a towel and
water, and washed their feet. They had been in mind all those days since He went into
Galilee to seek them out.14 Lastly, we may have a poor opinion of fat today, but it is properly
the energy-store and sign of nourishment, and since it was, in all the offerings, placed on the
altar, again we see God's delight in his Son.15
Lastly, may we ask what you see in the care taken with the ashes?
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Bread of life

The grain offering
by Martin Archibald, Paisley, Scotland
When Hannah was ready to make the journey to Shiloh to present her
little boy to the Lord, a three-year-old bull was chosen and kept from
any hurt, while she prepared an ephah (about 22 litres) of the finest
flour and a skin of wine.1 The generous quantities may have been
meant as food for a growing boy, or more probably as an offering to the
Lord. Perhaps the flour in question was for a grain offering
accompanying a burnt offering, or associated with a Nazirite vow.2 For
this was the day of dedication of a life to the Lord; and the flour
signified to God the life of someone even more precious - the coming
Messiah.
We are without any New Testament mention to guide us in
interpretation of the grain offering of Leviticus, so the comments we
make now are suggestive and will hopefully prompt further study and
contemplation. The absence of blood, however, has suggested to many
that it was not the death of the Christ foreshadowed here, but His
lovely life, in which He showed us how to live. As Hannah, with total
faith, entrusted her longed-for son to God, despite the disgraceful
conduct of the priests at Shiloh, the Son of God would live in perfectness
amid the failings of His people and the pressure of subjection to Rome.

Finest flour
So the flour for the grain offering was milled patiently between the
grind-stones till its fine quality displayed the balanced temper of the
Christ to come. In every moral choice, His entire direction was
towards the good. He would govern Himself in the true spirit of the
Law, so as to deal with others in love and grace, whatever
provocation He met. Perhaps the best way to know what Christ-like
grace can do to our words is to go through a
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day with the resolve to halt what we are about to say, and rephrase it as we think Christ
would do. How often would it be best to keep quiet! But there is a need in our troubled
world for words of grace and truth, such as John heard and treasured.3 They shaped the way
he would write in the letters of his mature years - so much farther on than calling down fire
to destroy!4
The essential point was that here was the Son of God in a body like that of other men. When
He sat tired by a well, He would still pour out the living water of His pure thoughts to fill the
emptiness of the woman who came there.5 He spoke of worship - and perhaps she wondered at
this man thinking that God would value the worship of a woman like her! Then she felt the
fullness and glory of worship indeed, taking her proper place before almighty God. He was the
only man who had ever brought her near to God! And while the travellers returning with bread
showed their disapproval, He smiled on her still.6

Oil and frankincense
The grain offering brought to the priest was to have olive oil and frankincense, so that the
priest could take them up with flour in one hand and place a sample on the altar - all for God.
The oil is a rich picture of the Holy Spirit. Oil was an important part of Israel's food, and
today the Spirit takes of the things of Jesus to build us up.7 He is the Spirit of grace - like the
healing, nourishing action of natural oil on skin - even on open wounds. Perhaps you have
not yet opened up a hidden sore to His gracious work, through absorbing the living Word
from the divine Counsellor. He does not leave the believer, even though we may grieve Him.8
Then, the Spirit is also a teacher, shedding the light of spiritual truth; as oil fuelled the
lamps in the disciples' homes.9 He cleanses from impurities, as oil was used to wash out the
grit of daily life in a hot country; for He is the Spirit of holiness.
Rising from all was the fragrance of frankincense in its purest form. It was precious because
it was brought from afar, carefully collected from the bark of the tree, and expresses
devotion of heart.
None but God received this part of the offering, so we humbly consider the joy that the Father
found in the Son who did all His will, transcending all that shall ever be offered from sinners
saved by grace. More than once God opened the heavens to speak of how well pleased He
was with His Son.10 In anticipation He set the star in the skies to draw men of wisdom to
where they could kneel to give His Son frankincense when He entered the world. One day
the nations shall honour Christ the King with incense and pure offerings in every place,11
while His first people look in wonder on the one they have pierced.12

The salt of the covenant
Do not leave the salt of the covenant of your God out of your grain offerings: add salt to all
your offerings.13 Thus the importance of salt was stressed. Salt
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preserved, preventing decay; and it enhanced flavour. It didn't come cheaply, and was later
used as part of the Roman soldier's pay. So there was a practical provision here in the Law
for the priests to eat their portion of the offerings with the benefits of salt. That points to the
spiritual message: that life is properly maintained and blessed by keeping covenant with God.
But we must go back to the foundation. Only the Christ who kept the Old Covenant in its
fullness was able to offer Himself a perfect sacrifice for our sins, so that we might enter on the
New Covenant cleansed by His blood. To remember that week by week, and to offer
ourselves day by day to God in return for His mercy, is our reasonable service.14 The
Lord Himself is our example, for His words lasted in their power with those who listened
and obeyed; and His service to others made life worth living.

Baked with fire
Most forms of the grain offering were baked with fire by griddle, oven or pan. We leave the
reader to consider the points of difference, and focus here on the fire. There can be no doubt
that this fire represents the suffering that was a defining part of the Lord's life on earth.
Whether the pain was physical, mental, emotional or spiritual, our Saviour bore all forms of
ill we know to this day. We love him as the man of sorrows, and familiar with suffering,15 and
we have the more confidence when we reach up to Him at the throne of grace, where He is
ready to serve us in every time of need.16 Whatever the burden we bear, we are often surprised
to find that He is already on site, walking with us through the pain; or speaking to the loved
one who has suffered a blow, by the time we phone or visit. One widow found Him with her
in the valley, as He halted the bier on which her dead son lay.17 Another's giving, despite all
her need, came under His loving attention - and what blessing surely followed that act of
devotion to God!18 When His mother and John were beginning to think past His death, He
arranged for her care in the midst of His agony.19 When Mary stood before the empty tomb
in sorrow and fear, He came to stand where she could hear and see Him.20 When His
disciples had toiled all night with nothing to show for it, He was there on the shore with
breakfast ready and words of grace and truth.21 As for temptation 'Touched with a sympathy within,
He knows our feeble frame:
He knows what sore temptations are,
For He has felt the same.'22
Acute loss, especially when unexpected, leaves us numb for a while, perhaps unable to
pray. So we are told that at times like these the Spirit Himself intercedes for us with
groanings greater than ours.23 Later comes the capacity to help others in their pain with more
understanding.24 It is the fellowship of
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His sufferings,25 that Paul prized so highly, finding the need for it on every hand, whether in
the rigours of shipwreck, or the stress of working with perverse characters in Ephesus, for
three years, night and day with tears.26
Yet from these trials our Saviour ministers to us the bread of life (He sustains us), if we look
for His leading and learn from Him. It moved Paul to write about the life that is truly life,27 the
abundant life of which the Lord spoke:28 how to lift up the weary by strengthening words and
being present in their pain.

No yeast or honey in a grain offering made by fire
Yeast and honey here suggest what makes bread or cake enjoyable to the appetite. But our
Lord had no beauty or majesty to attract us to him,29 and the food for the priests was for their
needs, not for indulgence. Those who follow Christ will find they can no longer please
themselves. That handful that was placed on the altar was an offering made by fire, the sign
of total dedication. The rest was still a most holy part. It belonged to Aaron and his sons.30
Thus believers are called to priesthood today with the reward of a deeper appreciation of the
character of Christ who is the bread of life.31
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Fellowship in rest

The peace offering
by Martin Archibald, Paisley, Scotland
It was a day of real joy as well as thankful relief. The Ark of the
Covenant had been safely carried to the tent King David had pitched
for it in Jerusalem. The disgrace and grief of the first attempt to bring it
back to Jerusalem from enemy territory, that had ended in death, was
behind them. The God of the Law was now worthily honoured among
His people.1 Jerusalem - this new national centre - had been won by
the king from a boastful enemy,2 and fitting tribute had been made to
the God who had helped him unite the nation. Now, offerings were
giving God His rightful place in the kingdom He had established in
the land. The Ark, which had been carried through the Sinai desert and
then across the Jordan riverbed between walls of water, was near its
final rest.3
So peace offerings rightly featured among the wealth of sacrifice made
that day, as led by the king.4
The peace, or fellowship, offering - called in Hebrew 'shelem' from
'shalam', 'to make peace' - gave opportunity to a man and his family to
share in honouring God for success in farming, or trade, to mark a vow,
or any other occasion that brought a sense of God's blessing upon them.
Of special significance is the necessity of peace offerings that were to
be made on behalf of the whole people, rather than as sacrifices by
individuals.5 When God had received His portion on the altar (Lev.3
focuses entirely on that), the whole household could eat the meat and
bread together in the courts of the Lord. It was a very memorable
meal, including for most in the land a family journey from home to
the sanctuary. A greater privilege than enjoying the sights of the king's
city was to eat together in the presence of the Lord, with priests and
Levites and the spiritual life of Israel all around them.6
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Parallels with the Lord's Remembrance
There, then is a first message for us today. Believers in Christ who have answered His call
to service in the house of God gather on the Lord's day to remember Him who brought us
peace with God forever.7 He calls us to the closeness of eating and drinking together at His
table; to enter into His rest, with His Father, and with each other.8 Those who present
themselves before God like this should be different in attitude and behaviour, with this shown
in their very faces.
But do I come to the meeting place in the condition that allows these features to be seen in
truth? Does it show in my face when I speak to each person I meet after the Remembrance?
Do I spend time with the children, I who am a child of God, and forgiven so much? It
begins with quiet time before the Lord in daily reading and prayer; prayer also in the heat
of the day's business and troubles and pleasures. Then comes examining my life while
listening to what the Holy Spirit wants to say. Then I will have something to offer when I
join with the others, and I will value what others say also. God wants it to be a time of peace
together for all in His family who are gathered in pledge to keep His word. It thus becomes
important to express our thanksgiving in a way that all can share in, as implied in Paul's
point that others should be edified.9
This offering allowed use of the female as well as the male, and it could be sheep, cattle or
goat. So, as we saw in the burnt offering, there was allowance made for those who had less.
God provided for the exercise of all whom He had blessed. for He values what any can
give, according to what one has, not according to what he does not have.10 There is no
mention of pigeon or dove, doubtless because they could hardly be shared around a family.

What fellowship involves
Sadly, one of David's family - his own wife - was not with him in his rejoicing it the return of
the Ark. There was too much of her father Saul in Michal to appreciate what David valued.
He was the man after God's heart. We can feel what a pits' that was then. But what about
now, if we know that someone is falling short of the grace of God; not sure to be present at
meetings when (s)he could be; not involved? We are all under instruction to see that others
are not going under in the daily battle for spiritual health. Pursue peace with all people, and
holiness, without which no one will see the Lord.11 If a fellow Christian is not at rest, neither
should I be. So if we don't make the effort to help, we dim our own view of the Lord. Paul
says; go after one who has erred, with wise care in case we also fail.12 John says of the
intercessor:... he will ask, and [God] will give him life for those who commit sin not leading
to death.13
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God's portion
What went to the altar was first the fat of the animal, which was a sign of its well-being, and
the quality of pasture it had lived in. It suggests to us that supreme quality in heaven's
finest One that only God can appreciate in full. The communion of heaven was His
environment, and who can enter into the reach of divine thought and love among Father,
Son and Spirit? Yet we may reach something of that sacred view if we spend time thinking
about what God saw in Christ - in the same way that someone might look into deep water, or
search the starry sky. It is a vision that deepens the quality of our communion, and our
offerings before the throne of God. The seasoned long-distance traveller develops a look
around the eyes that shows where his vision has been focused; so also the face of a seafarer
who daily searches far horizons. Reflection on heavenly perspectives leaves its mark on
us.
The kidneys of the offering were also to be consumed on the altar. They depict the
discernment of Him in whom are hidden the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.14 The
sensitivity and range of the Son's judgement is of a different order from the moral and
cognitive competence of man. Rightly He alone qualifies to be appointed judge of all human
response.15 But again, the eyes of our hearts may be enlightened as we reflect on those
judgements of Christ that are recorded for us, as in Jn 8.

The priest's reward
The peace offering for thanksgiving was to be accompanied by grain offerings, and part of
them was leavened bread. 'And from it he shall offer one cake ...as a heave offering to the
LORD.'16 This was for the priest, recalling how our Lord said, "I am the bread of life..." It is
our privilege that we are made priests as well as offerers, where there is a united priesthood.17
Let us enter into these truths to the full, as God intends, and not be content with the
resources of individual believers only, many though they be.

The king's blessing
With true fellowship and peace comes generosity, and David abundantly blessed his
people when the Ark reached Jerusalem: he gave a loaf of bread, a cake of dates and a cake
of raisins to each Israelite man and woman.18 Bread maintains life. The date palm was a
symbol of fruitfulness and of rest at an oasis in the desert journey. Raisins offer moist
sweetness. All were practically chosen for pilgrims going home. So may we also be blessed
by our King as we find fellowship and rest in His presence on the road to our heavenly
home.
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Fighting for a faith
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
For thousands of years there have been religious wars, and the
situation today has got worse rather than better. Christians have been
particularly affected. The Pew Forum and the World Evangelical
Alliance jointly estimate that 200 million Christians are either being
socially disadvantaged or actively oppressed,1 particularly in
predominantly Islamic states. Guerilla warfare may be directed against
Christian civilians. For example, in northern Nigeria there is a
separatist group called Boko Haram, whose title means 'western
education is forbidden'. It has often attacked worshippers in
churches with automatic weapons, and it was responsible for at least
450 killings in 2011 and 620 in the first six months of 2012.2 It must
be admitted that Christians (using the term in its widest sense, as
those who nominally own that sort of belief) have not been guiltless.
Looking back in history, the Crusaders, beginning in the 11th century,
fought for the control of Jerusalem. Later on, in the 16th and 17th
centuries there were the European wars of religion, when Protestant
and Roman Catholic domains clashed following the Reformation. In
our own time in the UK we have seen violence between Protestant and
Catholic communities in Northern Ireland.
Two questions arise out of this: was the fighting really about religious
belief and, most importantly, what should a Christian attitude be, as
exemplified by Jesus Christ and the Bible? On the first, examination
of most cases will show that the real cause of the conflict was not
religious differences, but desire for power, territory or resources, or
membership of a different group or class. For example, the militias in
Northern Ireland were not shooting each other in defence of different
doctrines about the Real Presence or invocation of saints, but because
each saw the other as a threat. In the early seventeenth century the
British government gave to
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Scottish and English Protestant settlers land confiscated from the native Irish, in an act
called the Plantation of Ireland. The descendants of these people gained a predominant position
of power in Northern Ireland, which became part of the United Kingdom, while the rest of
Ireland became a republic. The (Catholic) minority believed that they were being
discriminated against, and began to take violent action, whereupon the (Protestant) majority
felt threatened, leading to open warfare between militias. Thus, although each group
characterised themselves by their religious label, this was not what they were fighting about.
There is not space here to analyse other cases, but one can nearly always trace non-religious
causes.
What should the Christian's attitude be? Christ Himself made quite unequivocal statements
about the disciple's actions: "I say to you, Do not resist the one who is evil. But if anyone
slaps you on the right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if anyone would sue you and
take your tunic, let him have your cloak as well. And if anyone forces you to go one mile, go
with him two miles. ... You have heard that it was said, 'You shall love your neighbour and
hate your enemy.' But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you,
so that you may be sons of your Father who is in heaven."3 These words applied to an
individual's response; what about fighting for the establishment of Christ's kingdom? Jesus
was clear about this too. He admitted before Pilate that He was a king, but said. "My
kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom were of this world, my servants would have
been fighting, that I might not be delivered over to the Jews. But my kingdom is not from the
world."4
It is reasonable to ask, too, whether fighting is justified in any circumstances - say, in
defence of the defenceless, or against manifest evil. Within the writer's lifetime six million
Jews were murdered by the German Nazi regime; did that justify a Christian in taking up
arms against Germany? The trouble with this is that most people on both sides in the war
were carried along with events, and had no wish to kill others, except as part of their orders.
They were pawns in the hands of their leaders. It does not seem right that Christians should
seek to kill others. Fighting brings out many instances of selfless heroism, but also of coldblooded hatred. The consistent teaching of the New Testament is that we should seek to live
at peace with others: If possible, so far as it depends on you, live peaceably with all.5
The government of a country, of course, has the responsibility for internal law and order6 and
the defence of the realm; it is answerable to God for how it does this.7
References:
(1) The Spectator, 29 December 2012, Editorial (2) Wikipedia article Boko Haram
(3) Matt.5:39-45 (4) Jn 18:36 (5) Rom.12:18 (6) Rom.13:1-4 (7) Dan.4
Bible quotations from ESV
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Mission

Hayes Press
By Kevin Hickling, Swindon, England
Looking out of the office window of Hayes Press over the Flaxlands
Wood and the countryside beyond, I see the snow falling and, within
a short time, the scene becomes completely white. Referring to a
different whiteness, the Lord's words, "the fields are white for
harvest" come readily to mind whilst considering the objectives of
the Charity's ministry. By God's grace, Hayes Press, the publishing
arm of the Churches of God, has been able to continue with its mission
over many years, providing workers with suitable literature and
resources to help undertake the great commission in reaching out to
the lost and bringing them to a knowledge of the truth.
The origins of the publishing house lie in this very magazine,
Needed Truth, over a hundred years ago. Prior to Needed Truth's
publication, a magazine called 'The Christian Witness' was
produced, followed by 'The Present Testimony'. Then, in 1870 from
Aberdeen, there followed a more stable magazine which became
known as 'The Northern Witness'. During 1879-87 several articles
written by such men as F.A. Banks, Dr. Luxmoore, J.A. Boswell and
R.T. Hopkins appeared in the Northern Witness, but as believers
became interested in the truth of the house of God there was a
growing desire to reflect this truth in a new magazine. It was for this
purpose that 'Needed Truth' was first published, Volume 1 having
the date 1888. In this volume there is a lengthy article introducing
the magazine and explaining its purpose.
Needed Truth Publishing Office (NTPO) came into existence in the
early 1900s, being run from various locations throughout the UK until
it eventually came to rest at the rear of the meeting hall of the Church
of God in Hayes. At this time, the decision was made to give it
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the new name of Hayes Press and to establish it as a registered UK charity. This title
reflected its location at that time and the broadening list of titles for the dissemination of
the Word of God.
Some years later, in 1985, the publishing operation moved again, this time to its own much
larger premises in Leicester. This move brought about significant change and steady growth
in the following years. Amongst other things, there was a sizeable increase in its product
list, which, as well as three regular magazines produced, included a range of believers' and
gospel booklets, gospel tracts, calendars and a selection of Bibles, music, gifts and other
Christian literature. Many publications were printed in-house and there were regular
mailings to countries throughout the world. There was also increased presence within the
Christian book trade, with attendance at many of the book fairs throughout the UK.
In more recent years, Hayes Press has moved once again, and its new home is The Barn at
Flaxlands, just outside Swindon. These premises are a new purpose-built unit that provides
ideal accommodation for the work, along with a comfortable display area for passers-by to
call and browse material over a cup of coffee. Since the move to Swindon, Hayes Press has
taken over the tract and poster list previously produced by Victory Tracts & Posters. This in
itself has seen our gospel tract range increase to over one hundred titles with almost half a
million tracts being sold last year. We continue to produce the children's magazine. Plus
Eagles' Wings (PEW), which is used widely in outreach work both in youth clubs/Sunday
schools and city missions. Like Needed Truth, this magazine has seen many changes over the
years and offers a very contemporary read for children.
The internet has had a significant positive impact on the Charity's work inasmuch as the
literature is now easily accessible throughout the world on the website, with many
publications obtainable as eBooks or PDF downloads, and the Golden Bells daily calendar
readings may be accessed via RSS feed. A steady growth of contacts through social media
sites like Facebook/Twitter has also helped in the extension of the work.
Our prayer is that the literature produced will continue to be taken up by the labourers and
used powerfully to the glory of God.
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No cut-backs!
by Gilbert Grierson, Knocknacloy, N. Ireland
"I have called this special meeting of all staff because of an
emergency that has arisen," said the Matron of the small hospice1 in
the north of England where I was working some years ago. "We are
running short of funds and, because of the recession, charitable giving
on which this hospice depends has considerably reduced. The trustees
of the hospice are being forced to make cutbacks in expenditure to
enable us to remain open and to serve this community. If any members
of staff have any suggestions on how we can save money, please
speak up!"
"Matron, I have a suggestion to make," said one nurse. "Our stock of
china cups and saucers that we use to serve tea to the patients is getting
low because of constant breakages. Could we not just use disposable
plastic cups instead of the more expensive china cups?"
The Matron thought for a while, and then replied, "Although it seems
a small matter, I believe that the quality of the china cups that we use
for our patients is very important. By serving tea in the best cups, we
are making an unspoken statement about how we view them and what
worth we are putting on them. We are saying that they are worth so
much that we are willing to use expensive china cups rather than
cheaper plastic disposable ones. We are saying that, in the few weeks
that they have left on this earth, they are valuable and cared for, no
matter what is their social status in life or their intellectual ability and
achievements, and no matter what it costs us. Although we will have
to make cut-backs in other areas of expenditure, this is one area we
must protect."
Do you think that Matron had a point?
As I look back on this incident in my own experience, a few
thoughts come into my own mind which are connected to it. First,
God gave His very best for us. In
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sending Jesus into this world, God paid a very high price - the highest He could pay. At the
same time, He made a statement about how He views us, how much He values us. There were
to be no cut-backs in the measure of the love that God was expending to redeem us back to
Him. God is love,2 and what He gave is the very best that Love could give, as reflected in the
words of Graham Kendrick:Such love, springs from eternity.
Such love, streaming through history.
Such love, fountain of life to me.
O Jesus, such love.
It also calls us to consider the response that we are making to our God who did not spare His
own Son but gave him up for us all.3 Mary came with her alabaster jar of precious ointment to
break open and pour on the Lord Jesus, and the Lord recognised how much Mary valued Him.4
'What can I give Him, poor as I am?' asks the writer of the old Christmas carol, and gives the
only worthy answer, '...give my heart.'5
We have a number of hand-crafted articles about the house which are each unique in some
way, like a fruit bowl made by a local wood-turner, hand-knitted woollen garments and an
embroidered tablecloth. Each item has been made with care. There is a prophecy made by
Isaiah concerning those for whom the Lord has paid such a high price and who are the
workmanship of His own hands. It says, He shall see of the travail of His soul and shall be
satisfied.6 We are God's workmanship7 and that fact first of all gives Him pleasure as,
throughout all eternity, He sees and enjoy the results of His own carefully finished work
which caused Him such trouble in His soul. But He also made us to be used, having
prepared good works for us to walk in and not just to sit idly on a shelf!
Very importantly, like the terminally ill patients in the hospice who drank tea out of the best
china cups, we are given a personal awareness of the worth with which we are regarded by the
One who will never make any cut-backs in our care, and never will - neither in time nor in
eternity.
References:
(1) A hospice is a place where terminally ill patients are looked after until their death.
(2) 1 Jn 4:8 (3) Rom.8:32 (4) Jn 12:3 (5) Christina Rossetti, (1830-1894) 'In the bleak
mid-winter' (6) Isa.53:11, RV (7) See Eph.2:10
Quotations from ESV unless otherwise stated.
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Blitz and peace
an interview with John Stoner, Newcastle, England
John, recalling a personal conversation in which you talked quite
graphically of boyhood war-time experiences and how formative a
role they were to play in later life, I wonder if you would care to share
these with a wider audience, beginning with a little about your early
circumstances?
My parents were faithful believers and I was brought up in a Godfearing environment where Christ was honoured and practical
Christianity much in evidence, (typically my parents took into our
family a German Jewish refugee boy to protect him from Hitler; he
joined our family in 1937, he was 6 and I was 7). Our home was in
Hayes in S.E. London.
Have you any very specific recollections of that time?
On October 26, 1940,1 was 10 and the Battle of Britain was at its
height, with almost continuous air raids. My father was away working
at this time. In the late evening our house received a direct hit. I
regained consciousness after some time and found myself pinned
down very tightly under a weight of debris. My first thought was that
I was going to die, but then I thought that if I called to God surely He
would save me. This I did, and God responded, and I was eventually
rescued by God-fearing and brave men from a rescue team (for which
they received the George Medal).
Your personal experience doubtless strengthened your faith, but did
other things dent it?
In hospital, I found that my mother and brother had been rescued too,
but later my faith was severely tested when I discovered that others
had not survived. These included my younger sister of whom I was
very fond, the German boy, and a friend who was staying with us. I
had to learn that it is as Jesus said, "...not my will, but yours, be
done".1 That was very hard, and I was confronted with the question:
why have some been taken
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and some left? Why had we sheltered the Jewish boy only for him to be killed by one of
Hitler's bombs? It was not because some were better than others, I was sure.
As you look back now, what are your thoughts, and what else would you say that you
learned?
Have I in any way fulfilled the purpose for which I was spared? A challenging thought. And
yes, there was a further lesson to learn. Our home had gone and all our possessions. I had to
learn that these things can be removed in a moment and we must not set too much importance
on them. Also irreplaceable lives had been lost - "... one's life does not consist in the
abundance of his possessions."2
It was not until later and I was older that I fully realized what my parents had suffered, not
only the loss of their only daughter, a home and all possessions, but also financially (no war
damage compensation was made until 1948). They never let their worries get through to my
brother or me and never showed that they had any doubts. But their faith was, I am sure,
very sorely tested. They were always a great encouragement to me. Consider the outcome of
their way of life, and imitate their faith.3
At what point in all this did you become assured of salvation and desire to be a disciple?
We next had to live temporarily in Cambridge where my father was working, and although
we were located distant from any local Church of God, so many in the Fellowship of the
Churches of God showed their sympathy and care in practical ways despite the fact that
some of them were suffering at that time too. They did it for love of the Lord, I know, and
we must thank Him for providing this help when so much needed.
At the age of 13,1 came to realize that it is not what you know but Who you know, and I put
my personal trust in the Lord Jesus and was baptized soon afterwards and added to the
Church of God in Hayes, to which area we were able to return about a year later.
I have always felt that the lessons learned very suddenly in my younger years have helped me
to be a better follower than I might have been, but I know that I have failed many times, but
the Lord has always been there: "I will never leave you nor forsake you."4
References:
1) Lk.22:42 (2) Lk.12:15 (3) Heb.13:7 (4) Heb.13:5
Bible quotations from ESV
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A new Pope
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
I was in Malta earlier this year, and one evening a great explosion of
fireworks announced the appointment of a new Pope. Most of the
people of Malta are intensely Roman Catholic, and they rejoiced to
hear of a new head of their Church. The owner of a cafe which we
often go into showed us a copy of the Malta Times with a pull-out
section about him, saying that she liked the look of him, and from what
he said about a 'church for the poor' he seemed to be a good man.
Was she right? What makes someone a Christian, of course, is faith
in Christ, the confession that 'Jesus Christ is Lord'.1,2 God only knows
men's hearts; we can only judge them by what they say and do. The
Lord Jesus Himself said of false teachers, "You will recognise them by
their fruits,"3 and James writes that faith apart from works is useless.4
The Pope has renounced some of the ostentation of his predecessors,
and resolved to live a simpler life. He has proved himself to be a
defender of the poor. It remains to be seen what he does in future.
However, the Pope is the head of a church of some 1.2 billion people,
of whom around 40% are now in Latin America. Roman
Catholicism has declined in its traditional strongholds in Europe,
while increasing in Latin America and Africa. The Philippines,
where the establishment of several churches of God has been
reported in these pages, is the fifth most Catholic country in the
world. Why should this cause concern? Because the Catholic church
has built up an edifice of belief over the centuries which embroiders
Scripture and indeed undermines its authority. They view the Lord's
word to Peter in Matt.16:18 as giving him primacy over all
Christians, and the right to pass this authority on, as 'apostolic
succession'. Yet the Scripture does not say or even imply this. The
tradition arose that the 'Bishop of Rome' was Christ's representative
on
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earth, and was empowered to speak authoritatively on His behalf; again, there is no
Scriptural evidence for this. Many other practices grew up over the centuries, each
validated by appeal to the traditions of a church hierarchy that had devised them. Such things
as the doctrine of transubstantiation, unfounded teachings about the person of Mary and
asking for the intercession of saints are examples of this.
This is basically a question of authority: does this lie with a Church that was given power to
say what should be believed, with direct revelation to its leader from God, or does it come
from an inspired revelation that is permanent? In the case of the first, a structure which gives
rise to a pyramid of power such as the Catholic Church has is likely to throw up men who
will use it for personal or political purposes, and there have been many examples of this in
history - and some even today. Moreover, the system persuades ordinary people who simply
want to worship God that their position before Him depends on their carrying out an
established liturgy. In distinction to this Scripture claims authority for itself: All Scripture
is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for
training in righteousness.5 This, of course, was written before the full canon of New
Testament scripture was written and collated; the Old Testament was regarded as God's
Word, and the New Testament writings that we have today were recognised very early on as
having the same authority. Since they were given, no-one has the right to add to them. The
Churches of God, who publish this magazine, firmly believe in the principle of sola scriptura
(by Scripture alone): this was one of the founding truths of the Reformation. We believe that
the Bible contains all knowledge necessary for salvation and holiness.
Thus we can conclude that although Pope Francis seems to be a good man, the Church he
heads maintains many unscriptural practices, which lead many pious people away from the
simplicity of faith in Christ.
References:
(1) Rom.10:9 (2) 1 Cor.12:3 (3) Matt.7:16 (4) Jas.2:20 (5) 2 Tim.3:16
Bible quotations from ESV
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Christ in Isaiah

The chosen Servant
by Edwin Neely, Brantford, Canada
"Behold, My Servant, whom I uphold;
My chosen one in whom My soul delights.
I have put My Spirit upon Him;
He will bring forth justice to the nations.
He will not cry out or raise His voice,
Nor make His voice heard in the street.
A bruised reed He will not break
And a dimly burning wick He will not extinguish;
He will faithfully bring forth justice.
He will not be disheartened or crushed
Until He has established justice in the earth;
And the coastlands will wait expectantly for His law"1
Isaiah makes four references to Christ as the Servant of the LORD
(Yahweh);2 this is the first. Some Bible scholars have seen this as a
reference to Israel, some to Cyrus, some to Isaiah himself or to the
prophets as a group. They use such verses as Isa.41:8; Isa.42:19;
Isa.49:3 and Isa.49:5 as justification for their hypotheses, but
Matt.12:15-21 makes very clear that Isaiah's prophecy here is fulfilled
in the Lord Jesus Christ. No other individual or nation could have
shown the tenderness and restraint necessary, nor fulfilled the mandate
to establish justice in the world, try as they might. Christ alone (on
whom the Spirit not only came, but rested and moved Him in
everything He did) was upheld by His God throughout His whole
earthly existence. He alone is God's chosen vessel, never failing or
discouraged, no matter what trials and temptations Satan might put in
His way, until God's kingdom is come, universal justice is established,
His will is done on earth as it is in heaven. To display
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His tenderness and grace Christ took on Himself the form of a servant,3 serving God and man,
coming not to be served, but to serve,4 and to give His life as a ransom: 'Pattern Servant,
doing all God's will below.'5
At the cross men jeered at the Lord Jesus: "Commit yourself to the LORD; let Him deliver
him; let Him rescue him, because He delights in him."6 The question remains: if He was
unique in all His ways, peerless, incomparable, daily the Father's delight, why was He the
One chosen? The task to set things straight in all the earth involved the Calvary
experience, being emptied, enslaved, humbled, obedient even to death on the cross. The
simple answer is that He was the only one who was worthy.7 And to accomplish the work,
God upheld Him, took firm hold of Him and kept Him upright;8 God would not leave Him
alone9 and even in punishing Him for sin would feel every blow delivered. God would
sustain Him in every endeavour, even to the bringing of justice to the Gentiles. The choice
involved supplying Him with all divine power in giving Him the fullness of the Spirit. His
Father bore testimony to that choice on the Mount of Transfiguration: "This is My Son, My
Chosen One."10 He was rejected by men, but is choice and precious in the sight of God.11
Marvel of marvels: He was the Chosen One long before the foundation of the earth, and we,
through divine grace and mercy, were chosen in Him that we should be holy and blameless
before Him!12 He came for the consolation of Israel, anointed to bring good news to the
afflicted, but He was also a light of revelation to the Gentiles.13 For this He would not
surrender any of the attributes of deity, but would assume the limitations of humanity and the
setting aside of some of His divine prerogatives during the period of His time on earth.
The Lord Jesus Christ was, and is, God's Chosen One; there was no one else who could
accomplish the divine will. Through obedience and self-denial in voluntary submission to
the Father (for He was in every sense on equality with God) He won sovereignty over all
people and things; to Him alone has been given all judgment;14 He is the only one in heaven
or on earth worthy of such honour;15 He was the only one slain for all mankind and
resurrected from the dead in victory.16 His obedience and self-denial are also an example of
godliness to all who are chosen and elect in Him. Wherefore God has given Him the name
above every name, the place high over all.17
References:
(1) Isa.42:1-4 (NASB) (2) Isa.42:1-4; Isa.49:1-6; Isa.50:4-11; Isa.52:13-53:12 (3) Phil.2:7
(4) Matt.20:28 (5) C. Belton PHSS 3 (6) Ps.22:8 (7) Rev.5:4-5 (8) Keil and Delitzsch,
Commentary on the Old Testament: Isaiah, (Isa.42:1) p. 175: "Tamakh b' means to lay firm
hold of and keep upright." (9) Jn 16:32 (10) Lk.9:35 (11) 1 Pet.2:4 (12) Eph.1:4
(13) Lk.2:32 (14) Jn 5:22; Acts 10:42; Acts 17:31 (15) Rev.5:5 (16) Rev.5:9
(17) Phil.2:9-11
Bible quotations from NASB
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Christ in Isaiah

The identified
Servant
by Edwin Stanley, Aberkenfig, Wales
"The Lord called me from the womb, from the body of my mother
he named my name.
He made my mouth like a sharp sword; in the shadow of his
hand he hid me;
he made me a polished arrow; in his quiver he hid me away.
And he said to me, "You are my servant, Israel, in whom I will be
glorified. "...
And now the Lord says, he who formed me from the womb to be his
servant,
to bring Jacob back to him; and that Israel might be gathered to
him - ...
"... I will make you as a light for the nations, that my salvation may
reach to the end of the earth".1
In this passage, the Holy Spirit identifies for us the One who is to be
revealed as the Servant of the Lord. He does it by directing us to the
effect He will have as He enters into this world. He would be a light
for all nations and would convey salvation to all the world.
Starting at that point of revelation, we are immediately taken to Jn 1
where the Lord Jesus is seen both as the life and the light of men.2
Furthermore, John shows us that the One who is thus revealed is from
eternity. The womb was not the beginning of the One who would be
seen as the Servant, but it was the way that God was to take, in order
to enter into humanity. Gal.4 confirms the glorious truth that God
the Son was sent via a woman in order that He might become God's
servant and our saviour, as He took up a body of flesh and blood.3
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Here, then, is a clear identifying mark: the Servant would be called and named from the
womb.4 Moreover, He is seen to be the product of the Father's giving, the Spirit's
overshadowing power and the Son's overwhelming willingness to become the obedient
Servant, taking the form of a servant ... the likeness of men.5
The Servant's mouth would be like a sharp sword; "The words that I have spoken to you
are spirit and life";6 "You have the words of eternal life..."7 When they heard these words,
some of the people said, "This really is the Prophet."8 These are some of the examples of
how Jesus' words touched and changed those who responded to Him, as He is identified by
His speech, for "I have given them the words that you gave me."9
Isaiah goes on to speak of people outside of Israel who were to benefit from this revelation
of God. Matt.4:12-17 clearly shows that both Israel and the Gentiles of Galilee would see
this great light; whilst Simeon, speaking of the child in his arms, sees Him as being
"...prepared in the presence of all peoples, a light for revelation to the Gentiles, and for glory
to your people Israel."10 It becomes even more apparent that God's salvation in this One has
come to all the world as Paul speaks to those in Antioch in Pisidia11 where he turns from
Israel and takes the message of life to the Gentiles. This is another identifying mark of God's
Servant, in turning what had seemingly been a failure in Israel's rejection into a glorious
triumph, as God honours the completion of His work on the cross, sending its light
throughout the whole world.
References:
(I) Isa.49:1-6 (2) Jn 1:4 (3) Gal.4:4-5 (4) Matt.1:18-23 (5) Phil.2:7
(6) Jn 6:63 (7) Jn 6:68 (8) Jn 7:40 (9) Jn 17:8 (10) Lk.2:31-32
(11) Acts 13:46-48
Bible quotations from ESV
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Christ in Isaiah

The confident
Servant
By Geralde Mag-usara, Davao, Philippines
Please read Isa.50:4-11
Perhaps you know about the boy who was excited to receive a special
birthday gift from his father. It was wrapped in a box. However, when
he opened it, he felt great disappointment. His favourite toy appeared
broken and that caused him to cry. He was relieved when his father
pointed out the instructions written on the outside of the box which
explained how the toy was to be assembled. Once he knew this, the
boy had confidence to put it together again whenever it came apart.
In such a way, confidence is learned. Yahweh's Servant, sent to fix this
broken and weary world, learned day-by-day from God's instructions
what to do and say. "The Lord GOD has given Me the tongue of the
learned, that I should know how to speak a word in season to him
who is weary. He awakens Me morning by morning, He awakens My
ear to hear as the learned.1 Dake comments that this was the
'personal training of the Messiah'.2 That's why He spoke and did only
the things He had heard and received from God.3 Unlike Israel who
rebelled against God, Yahweh's Servant never became rebellious,
but always remained faithful.4 Perhaps the primary instruction with
which God equipped His Servant concerned how the weary
(burdened sinners) should find rest.5
To make this a reality, He was prepared to take the form of a Servant.6
It has been said that serving always starts with humility.7 This was true
of the greatest Servant's life on earth. He was humiliated, rejected,
and persecuted.8 However, His attention did not focus on
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the severe sufferings He experienced at the hands of His persecutors; but He focused on
fulfilling God's will.9 In fact, the Hebrew word for servant is 'ebed' which means a 'worker
who belongs to a master'.10 This focus gave Him the endurance to sacrifice His life
voluntarily which gave such pleasure to His Master.11
However, a lot of people were displeased even as He pleased Yahweh. He spoke the truth, but
jealous religious leaders were against it.12 They falsely accused Him of having Beelzebub;
being a malefactor; of perverting the nation and forbidding the giving of tribute to Caesar
etc.13 Virtually no-one dared to vindicate Him. Pilate found Him to be without fault, and
tried to free Him, but it didn't work since his heart - like that of us all - was laden with sin.14
Few knew that God approved of what Christ had done. But still Christ trusted Yahweh.15
The Father saw He had done nothing wrong.16 This gave the Servant great confidence that the
Sovereign Lord would vindicate Him throughout all His physical sufferings, such that he
could say: He is near that justifies Me; Who will contend with Me?17 It has been rightly said
that in the face of unjust accusations, the Servant was confident that Yahweh would not only
conduct His case but also secure and pronounce His acquittal.18 God vindicated Christ when,
after He died, He raised Him from the dead forever.19
And so we have learned that:
a) The Messiah listened and fully performed God's instruction (w. 4-5);
b) While obedient to His will, He suffered even although He'd done no wrong (w. 6-7);
c) God declared His Servant 'not guilty' of all the false accusations (and so vindicated Him
over against His enemies) when He raised Him from the dead (vv. 8-9).
Similar things to these may well also happen in the lives of faithful believers. No matter
how obedient we are, this doesn't mean we will be exempt from hardship in our lives. The
Lord's earliest disciples experienced it.20 But God will never allow us to be defeated; but
will also vindicate us.21 By virtue of Christ's finished work on the cross, we can confidently
claim we are already on the winning side.22 Trials or persecutions could happen anytime;
but Yahweh's Servant has given us the perfect example of how to trust in the name of the
Lord.23 Someone has written: 'A sincere servant of God may for a long time be without views
of eternal happiness. What is likely to be an effectual cure in this sad case? Let him trust in
the name of the Lord...24 When Christ comes to get His Church (His body), all the sufferings
we experience in this world will be gone. Until then, the Servant in verse 10 encourages us
to trust in the Lord even when we experience the darkness of trials and sufferings. In verse
11, He discourages us from trusting in our own light (or works) for salvation. John Wesley
described the 'all you' in Isa.50:11 as those who
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reject the light which God sets up, and seek comfort and safety by means of their own
inventions. Anyone who thinks to get deliverance by his/her own effort will lie down in
sorrow (v.11).
References:
(1) Isa.50:4 NKJV (2) Dake's Annotated Reference Bible, p.719 (3) Jn 8:26; 17:7-8
(4) Isa.50:4; Jn 12:49 (5) Matt.11:28; Lk.10:20 (6) Phil.2:7 (7) Wisdom Walks, Dan
Brittonetal, p. 118 (8) Isa.50:6-7; Matt.26:67-68; Jn 1:10-11; Isa.53:3-15 (9) Lk.22:42
(10) The New Bible Dictionary, IVF, 1962 Edition, p. 1166 (11) Heb.10:5-7 NKJV
(12) Mk.14:53 (13) Mk.3:22; Jn 18:30; Lk.23:2 (14) Lk.23:14-23; Rom.3:23
(15) Ps.118:8-9 (16) 2 Cor.5:21 (17) Isa.50:8-9 (18) Second Isaiah, North, p. 204
(19) Acts 3:14-15 (20) Rom.8:36 (21) Rom.8:31 (22) Jn 16:33 (23) Isa.50:10
(24) Matthew Henry
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Christ in Isaiah

The suffering
Servant
by Chris Sutton, Wigan, England
Read Isa.52:13-53:12
The Holy Spirit introduces Christ as 'my servant' at the start of Isaiah's
report, a description that many awaiting the Messiah would have
found difficult to understand. Many still do. Their expectation is only
of a majestic character like David.1 In an echo of Isaiah's report,
John's pronouncement of Jesus as "the Lamb of God" 2 was similarly
incredible to many.
In this passage, the scale and significance of the oppression that was
to be experienced by the Servant is prophetically revealed.
He was oppressed, and he was afflicted,
yet he opened not his mouth;
like a lamb that is led to the slaughter,
and like a sheep that before its shearers is silent,
so he opened not his mouth.3
Isaiah uses the root Hebrew word nagas-. 'oppressed', used also by
Moses,4 but translated as 'taskmasters'. This gives a sense of the
meaning: ruthless treatment of the Israelites as they laboured to make
bricks, laying on them an ever increasing burden. Likewise, the
Servant, Lamb of God, was to be oppressed, which in Isaiah's text
describes driving an animal, workman or debtor by harassing and
causing distress. The natural reaction of people so oppressed is to
resist or speak out, but Christ humbled Himself and was silent in His
affliction.5 As a sheep subjects itself to the shearer by not struggling
or bleating, so the Servant here subjected Himself to what was
required of Him.
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Isaiah prophesies that He, Jesus Christ, would be despised, reviled and hated. Isaiah states that He
would be rejected6 by mankind and speaks of Him being wounded,7 bruised, chastened8 and
whipped.9 The increasing oppression of the Man of Sorrows, as one burden is seemingly laid upon
another, is clearly evident in the gospel records as the full extent of Jesus' suffering unfolds.
Mankind considered Him guilty of blasphemy and worthy to be struck down and taken away,10
smitten and forsaken11 by God.
Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows;
yet we esteemed him stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted.
But he was pierced for our transgressions;
he was crushed for our iniquities;
upon him was the chastisement that brought us peace,
and with his wounds we are healed.
All we like sheep have gone astray;
we have turned - every one - to his own way;
and the LORD has laid on him the iniquity of us all.12
However, as the detail of the awful oppression is laid out in this passage, what becomes evident
through the repeated use of the word 'our' is that His suffering was for us, so that in Him we might
become the righteousness of God.13 Oppression is often considered in the context of injustice and
tyranny. The words of the thief on the cross confirm this: "this man has done nothing wrong."14 The
Lord God laid on Him, the sinless Lord Jesus, the burden of our sins15 as our substitute, yet the
faithful Servant did not resist the will of the Lord, nor avoid the injustice of what men inflicted on
Him.
Isaiah would have been familiar with the Day of Atonement. The high priest would take the second
of two goats (the first having been slain for a sin offering) and lay both his hands heavily upon the
head of the live goat and confess all the iniquities of the children of Israel, and all their
transgressions, even all their sins.16 This goat, the scapegoat, would then bear all these iniquities
unto a solitary land. Similar to the treatment of the scapegoat, Isaiah reports of the Servant that by
18
oppression and judgment he was taken away17 and that he shall bear their iniquities. He bears our
sins and takes them away.
Was all of this suffering of the Messiah really necessary? Isaiah's reply is quite emphatic.
Out of the anguish of his soul he shall see and be satisfied;
by his knowledge shall the righteous one, my servant, make many to be accounted righteous
...19
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Mission

Vacation Bible
Courses
by Mark Imoukhuede, Surulere, Nigeria with John Black, Greenock,
Scotland
In 1962 a preacher presented the Gospel in a school in Lagos. A lad
who was present showed no interest in the message. By his own
confession, he was playing around at the back of the class, but the
preacher quoted the Lord's questions to Hagar, "Where have you come
from, and where are you going".1 This last question raised concerns
with the boy, Sylvester Eke - who is now in the Church of God in
Owerri. He wondered where he would go when life was over. It
troubled him for two years, until Scottish evangelist Willie Stewart
was holding special Gospel meetings in Surulere, Lagos, Nigeria in
1964. A boy, who was randomly given an invitation leaflet on the
street, passed it on to Sylvester, who accepted the invitation. When he
heard the Gospel, he trusted the Lord Jesus as his Saviour. Shortly
after that, he was baptized and added to the Church of God in
Surulere.
Six months later, in April 1965, John Black arrived in Lagos.
Sylvester said to him, "I got saved because a preacher came to our
school. Let us go to the schools." In 1966 Bible teacher George
Prasher observed that, although we were in touch with many young
people, they were not coming to the Church meeting hall. He
suggested running a Vacation Bible Course to introduce them to our
meeting place. This started an annual event that has continued until the
present day without a break, apart from one year (1967).
Other churches of God, and indeed other Christian believers, have
profitably followed Surulere's example
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and run Vacation Bible Courses. Fifty to sixty schools and thousands of young people are
reached in this way each year. Eternity alone will reveal the harvest that has been, and will be,
reaped - if the Lord tarries - directly and indirectly through this productive work. The Lord has
touched many lives through it. One of our 1970 students, who is now a medical officer in
London, met me at Paddington Station in 2008 and testified to the goodness of God in her
life which started when she attended the VBC and gave her life to Jesus Christ.
Tony Nemi, now in full time work for the Lord, was contacted through the VBC!
We learn some invaluable lessons from this experience. No one knows the outcome of
even one act done for the Lord, or the blessing that will flow on for eternity. Nor should we
overlook how it all started, long before 1962! Who led that unknown preacher to the Lord?
And who played a part in Willie Stewart's spiritual heritage? There are so many
interwoven strands to this story. We can trace its origins even farther down the years to the
cross of Christ:
Rich harvest from a corn of wheat once scattered;
Sheaves for His praise and endless glory gathered,
Sown at the Cross in lonely agony.
Of course, we know that even the Cross wasn't the starting point. The search takes us back
beyond time into the mists of the eternal past and God's great purpose of the ages, the eternal
purpose which He accomplished in Christ Jesus our Lord.2 With that thrilling thought we bow
and wonder and worship as we contemplate what the Divine Co-coordinator has brought
about. To God be the glory!
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Responding to the 'Great
Commission'
by Thomas Palmer, Cardiff, Wales
The last four verses of Matthew's Gospel are known as the 'Great
Commission'. Jesus commands His followers to "...go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them...and teaching them..." 1
This is such a clear command but, based on the fact that most of our
western churches are declining in number, it is a command that we
seem to be struggling to obey (at least in terms of seeing numbers of
people come to Christ and thereafter into a local Church of God). God
does not ask us to do the impossible, so might our difficulties, in part
at least, stem from our approach to sharing the Gospel, or even from a
misunderstanding of the 'Great Commission'?
First let's consider to whom the Lord was speaking: the Great
Commission is a command from the Lord Jesus to each of us. Over
time, we have delegated responsibility for outreach to the local
church, but is this what was envisaged? Each local church has an
important role in aiding and encouraging outreach, but the
responsibility for reaching out rests primarily with individuals.
Let's also consider to whom we are to reach out. Unlike the
commission in Matt.10 where the disciples were not to go to the
Gentiles, but "... to the lost sheep of Israel";2 the command to go to
'all nations' means that there is nobody to whom we should not reach
out. It doesn't mean we have to reach out to everybody all of the
time, and yet churches put so much effort into doing exactly this.
Churches expend much of their evangelistic energies on people who
are unknown to them, but perhaps seem to forget that everyone unsaved family, friends, colleagues and acquaintances - is also in dire
need of a saviour.
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In Mk.5, we read about Jesus meeting a demon-possessed man whose name was 'Legion' - socalled because he was possessed by so many evil spirits. After Jesus freed him from these
spirits, the man begged to be allowed to go with Jesus. However, Jesus sent him back to his
family with the following words:
"Go home to your own people, and tell them how much the Lord has done for
you ..."3
When I challenge fellow Christians to take personal responsibility for witnessing I am
often met with comments such as, "I don't have the ability to witness to strangers," or,
"Evangelism is not my gift," or, "I don't meet any people that I can witness to." However,
these excuses fall away when you make your nearest and dearest the subject of your witness.
After all, nobody is better placed to speak to our loved ones than we are.
Think of the Gospel as a vaccine against a deadly disease. We have an endless supply of the
vaccine, but an uncertain time limit in which to use it. Who should we go to first? I suggest we
would prioritise our family and friends.
If we remain to be convinced about the effect of sharing the Gospel with those closest to us,
let's consider the example of the woman at the well in Jn 4, or the jailer in Acts 16.
I imagine that the man in Mk.5 was nervous about returning to his family. How would they
react? Would they accept what he had to say? Anyone who has witnessed for Christ will
have faced rejection. From my experience, the more I cared about the person to whom I was
witnessing, the more his or her rejection hurt. But, although the potential for hurt is great,
the potential joy from knowing that a loved one is safe for eternity is even greater.
As mentioned above, there is a role for the church in outreach, particularly in equipping those
in it for the work, and in baptising and teaching new believers. However, the purpose of this
article is to emphasize that obeying the 'Great Commission' starts with each of us telling
our family and friends just how much the Lord has done for us.
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The 'heavenlies' in Ephesians

Where our blessings are
by Alex Reid, Leigh, England
The expression 'heavenly places' is used five times in the Epistle to
the Ephesians. The word 'places' is in italics in some English Bibles,
to show that it is not part of the original Greek text. Translators have
added it in order to give the full sense in English of the Greek word,
which is a plural adjective without any subject. The word 'heavenly'
is a translation of a Greek word of which F. F. Bruce says: 'The
adjective epouranios occurs several times in the New Testament, but
this particular use of the neuter plural is specially characteristic of
Ephesians'.1 The word 'heavenlies' is therefore a rendering of the
Greek plural and is the word used in the title of this series of articles.
What and where are the 'heavenlies' as described in Ephesians?
Eph.1:20 gives us the answer: ... which He brought about in Christ,
when He raised Him from the dead and seated Him at His right hand
in the heavenly places. The heavenly places are where Christ is, at
God's right hand. They are also the place where the believer's
spiritual blessings are located.2
In Deut.28:1-14, Moses outlines the blessings that lay in store for the
nation of Israel in the land that God had promised them. Moses
declares: "All these blessings will come upon you and overtake you if
you obey the LORD your God."3 He then lists nine specific blessings
that await them in the land to which they were going. Such wonderful
earthly blessings are undoubtedly surpassed by the blessings in the
heavenlies secured by Christ for His redeemed ones, and the reality of
our present experience of these blessings will also be surpassed when
they are fully entered into.
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Concerning these spiritual blessings, we are told: Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in
Christ...2 The wording is in the past tense, showing that the conferring of the blessings is an
accomplished fact and that the believer already possesses them. How can this be, since
multitudes of believers are not yet in heaven, but still pilgrims here in this world? These
blessings are conferred 'in Christ', which is a key concept in the Epistle to the Ephesians. In
Eph.1:3-14 are all one sentence in the original Greek text, and form what many Bible
students view as being a doxology of praise to God, in which the wonderful things He has
done for believers are listed.4 In this paean of praise the expression 'in Christ' or 'in Him' is
used nine times, and a further twice in the rest of the chapter. These verses allow us to see
things from God's perspective. He sees believers as already possessing the spiritual
blessings, for they are united with Christ. They therefore possess and enjoy the blessings as a
spiritual reality while still here on earth. In fact, Eph.1:14 seems to indicate both 'now and
not yet' aspects to these secure realities. As Israel's blessings in the land were already
secured by God's promises, but only fully possessed when they arrived there, likewise
blessings secured for us in Christ will only be entered into fully when God's redemption is
complete.
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The 'heavenlies' in Ephesians

Raised, seated,
exalted
by Greg Neely, Toronto, Canada
It is an awesome truth that God, being rich in mercy, because of His
great love with which He loved us, even when we were dead in our
transgressions, made us alive together with Christ1. Because He died
we are alive where previously we were helplessly and hopelessly
dead in sin.2 But there is more!
God raised us up with Him.3 That requires a response: Therefore if
you have been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above,
where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. Set your mind on the
things above...4 Such is our intimate, spiritual union with Him that we
died, were buried and have been raised with Him. And if that were not
enough, we will be raised bodily at His return to the air and changed to
reflect the glory of Christ.5 Though this has not yet transpired, from
God's eternal perspective unfettered by timelines, our being
spiritually raised into the heavenly places has already been
accomplished! We certainly qualify as those who are 'blessed'. But
there is more!
Paul magnifies the picture by declaring that not only have we been
raised with Him, but God has also seated us with Him in the heavenly
places in Christ Jesus.3 From God's eternal perspective, we share His
honour, His inheritance, His riches, His glory, His security, His rest.
We are children of God and, as Paul tells the Romans, heirs of God
and fellow heirs with Christ.6 Where He belongs, we belong; what He
inherits, we inherit; where He sits, we sit, all because of Him. No
wonder Paul could say that the present sufferings are not worthy to
be compared with future glory.7 Every
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spiritual blessing in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus is ours now, but we'll be able to
appreciate it fully then: Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not appeared as
yet what we will be. But we do know that we will be like Him.8 Awesome thought! The Greek
word in the original Scriptures for 'raised' means "to raise along with'. The word for 'seated'
means ‘to cause to sit down with’. God has caused us to be raised along with Christ and
caused us to sit down in the company of Christ Jesus in the heavenlies. It is based on
absolutely no merit of our own; it is all because of Him and with Him. How blessed we are!
But there is more!
There is a purpose in our blessing with these present, marvellous, heavenly, spiritual
blessings that will extend throughout all eternity: so that in the ages to come [God] might
show the surpassing riches of His grace in kindness toward us in Christ Jesus.9 Has He not
shown those surpassing riches already in making us alive in Christ, raising us up and seating
us with Christ in the heavenlies? Indeed He has. In 1 Cor.2:9 Paul says: "Things which eye
has not seen and ear has not heard, and which have not entered the heart of man, all that
God has prepared for those who love Him." God's rich grace far surpasses our
comprehension. The word 'surpassing' in Greek is from the verb 'hyperballo' and means 'to
throw over or beyond'. Whatever we currently understand of His rich grace, He will
transcend. No wonder when Paul was caught up to the third heaven, because of the
surpassing greatness of the revelations ... there was given [him] a thorn in the flesh.10 He
was privileged to see something of what we hope for in Christ, a spiritual and heavenly reality!
Such exaltation in Christ Jesus cannot be comprehended by our mortal minds. Yet God
lavishes His grace upon us11 such that we share it all with Him, now in part, throughout
eternity in full.
Does our earthly experience reflect our heavenly position? The heavenlies are, after all,
where we are seated with Him!
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The 'heavenlies' in Ephesians

classroom
by Johnny Archibald, Glasgow, Scotland
Ephesians is an eye-opening letter in many respects; it contains a
measure of the true extent of God's purposes, His grace and His
blessings upon believers and all this was written in a very
concentrated form. It was given through the work of the Spirit and the
output of the Apostle Paul. In Eph.3 Paul moves to a personal
account of his own place in God's purposes. Paul is deeply aware of
his own shortcomings: To me who am less than the least of all the
saints1 (a saint here, of course, in its Biblical sense). We can be
confident that this record of Paul's own self-assessment was not put
in as an invitation for a well-meaning fellow-believer to massage his
ego. Paul had been one who had arranged for the imprisonment and
putting to death of disciples in Churches of God. If anyone was ever
qualified to live with regrets it was Paul and he was clearly aware of
his own failings, past and present, in view of the majestic extent of
God's purposes in his day and time. Through God's grace those same
majestic purposes remain in place today, just as in Paul's day, only
their fulfilment is so much nearer! Paul recognised his own frailty but
was not bound by it, neither using it as a defence or an excuse. We can
often be bound by our own past failings or use them as an excuse to
avoid a more full commitment, just when the Spirit can be speaking
to our hearts and minds about, taking steps, by God's help, to improve
our own witness and the witness of the churches both for God and to
God.
Turning to the verse that covers our headline topic, a condensed
version of the verse and context reads as follows:
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To me, who am less than the least of all the saints, this grace was given, that I should preach
among the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ ...to the intent that now the manifold
wisdom of God might be made known by the church to the principalities and powers in
the heavenly places, according to the eternal purpose which he accomplished in Christ
Jesus our Lord ...2
There is great depth in the passage and the first obvious point is that there is a clear contrast
between the human failings of the Apostle Paul and the wealth of grace given to him to
preach the unsearchable riches of Christ. To borrow a phrase from the last edition of NT on
this topic, there is more! So much more: while Paul's responsibility was to deliver some of
the vast spiritual riches of Christ to non-Jews, in doing so, the manifold3 wisdom of God
would be made known to angelic beings, both bad and good, in heaven! Occasionally human
instinct tells us that we are being watched and our natural reaction is to look up to find the
source. How often we live our spiritual lives looking only down or in front, whilst all around,
in our service and in our walk, God's wisdom can be seen from up in the heavens through our
obedience to Him. How small we feel when living with that perspective!? It shouldn't then
surprise us that, having revealed this great responsibility to those in Ephesus, Paul could go on
to say: Therefore I ask that you do not lose heart.4 That sentence may have been recorded
by Paul but it feels more like a direct encouragement from God Himself to us today. Not
only was there encouragement through the Apostle, but he was motivated to help those in
Ephesus as follows:
For this reason I bow my knees to the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, from whom the
whole family in heaven and earth is named, that he would grant you, according to the riches
of his glory, to be strengthened with might through his Spirit in the inner man. ...
Encouragement and prayer; a true spiritual response and a wonderful combination for
those in Ephesus as they lived out their lives before God and in view of all heaven. Oh, that
we would be motivated to live like that!
References:
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The 'heavenlies' in Ephesians

Opposition from the
heavenly realms
by Stephen Hickling, Birmingham, England
In Eph.6:12, we read: For our struggle is not against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the
powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in
the heavenly realms.
So far in this series, we've seen that the heavenlies are:
• where the Christian's spiritual blessings are located;1
• the present spiritual position of all believers 'in Christ';2 and
• the arena to which God's wisdom is demonstrated by the
Church.3
It shouldn't really surprise us, then, to learn that these same heavenly
places are where the Christian engages in hostile combat with the
spiritual forces of wickedness. These are demons: angels who, having
sinned and lost their place before God, now continue to work evil in the
world.
Though their power is in some way restrained4 and their sentence to the
eternal fire is already sure,5 it would seem that the Devil's armies are
allowed to range from there and to marshal themselves in the
heavenlies for direct assault on members of Christ's Church. Satan
would, of course, love to stop us taking possession of our inheritance,
to prevent us appreciating Christ more fully and to diminish our
enjoyment of those blessings which are secured for us where Christ
is, in the heavenlies.
We find a striking similarity between the hierarchy outlined in
Eph.6:12 (i.e. rulers
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or principalities, then powers or authorities, etc.) and that referred to in Eph.1:21 and
elsewhere in the epistle. It appears as though the 'father of lies' has organised his
counterfeit kingdom into similar ranks as those found among the angelic beings that are
faithful to God.
We do well to remember that we ourselves were once enslaved in that kingdom until God
rescued us from the dominion of darkness and brought us into the kingdom of the Son he
loves.6 How many of our family, friends and neighbours are still there, blinded by the ruler of
this world?
By the grace of God, our rescue is complete and irreversible, but that does not mean we are
immune from attack. In fact, Satan's approach to destroying the Christian's life of service is
seen as a planned and methodical campaign, rather than a one-off exertion of force.7 Only by
clothing ourselves daily in the complete armour of God are we equipped to withstand such
sustained and cunning advances.
The Devil himself is said to masquerade as an angel of light8 and, so too, his servants
disguise themselves as servants of righteousness.9 He deceives the whole world,10 of course,
and subtle deception, whether by temptation, doubt, fear or confusion, is commonly the
method employed to unsettle the believer and render useless his or her testimony.
Proper regard of our enemy and the spiritual battle we are engaged in will encourage
watchfulness, prayer and dependence on the Master. Nevertheless, we must not lose sight of
the fact that He who is in us is greater than the one who is in the world.11 What's more, He
has already rendered powerless the one who held the power of death.12 How it must injure our
unseen enemy and his hosts in the heavenly places whenever we preach Christ crucified. For
the basis of our confidence can be traced to Calvary, where, having disarmed the powers and
authorities, he made a public spectacle of them, triumphing over them by the cross.13
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The silver trumpets
by Martin Archibald, Paisley, Scotland
To sound a trumpet needs a very strong blow forced through pursed
lips, and the result has outstanding carrying power. It can be as
raucous as the vuvuzela, or as cheery as the cornet. But here is a far
richer sound, from trumpets God instructed Moses to make for the
priests to use when marshalling the entire nation. For them it meant
the sound of a journey with a future, since they had been rescued from
slavery in Egypt, and were travelling to the promised land.
Those trumpets were very special - of solid silver, and only two;
unlike the ordinary rams' horns used then by shepherds and warriors.
When they sounded, about one-and-a-half million people went into
action! The trumpets belonged to the Old Testament order, but their
message carries over into the New. Some New Testament words
about trumpets are mentioned when someone close has died, usually
heralded out at a graveside in ringing tones beneath the sky: For the
trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we
will be changed...1 We will return to this later, but first (in the spirit
of 1 Cor.10:6 and Heb.9:9) we take note of what God intends us to
gather from those far off days of the Old Testament.

Signals for a journey
Now we need to read Num.10:1-10. When the pillar of cloud rose
from above the Tabernacle and led forward, the nation packed its
goods and took down tents, so that when the priests sounded four
successive trumpet blasts, the four encampments of the people were
ready to set out in order. Believers in churches of God today are also
travelling through this world - not here to stay, as Peter taught.2 So
a first message of the trumpets is to ask if we are making true
progress in spiritual service. As a contributor to that progress, am I in
step with the Lord's people, in witness and service that will last in its
effects for an eternal future?
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Bought with a price
For every family in the months after leaving Egypt, silver had a special meaning. Each
firstborn son was redeemed with five shekels of silver.3 Peter writes: For... you were not
redeemed with perishable things like silver or gold from your futile way of life ... but with
precious blood... the blood of Christ... so that your faith and hope are in God.4 From the
same fact Paul draws the point:…you were bought at a price. Therefore, glorify God in your
body.5 Now you and I have a story to tell about how we first came to realise that, and God
has equipped us to tell it: by word and by way of life. Let us pray daily for an opportunity to
say some more about the abundant life we have been given.

Under the order and rule of God
Israel were travelling through a stony desert (and we also are passing through a spiritually
barren world). But it was not as a small group or alone, choosing their own way. They were
under the direction of God, each with a sense of belonging and in his place. When both the
silver trumpets were blown, all Israel presented themselves before the Lord. That happens
today when saints are called together to keep the Remembrance and the prayers.6 And the
Lord also watches over our further service as we hold out the light of the gospel in this dark
world.
Those trumpets were made by the slow, painstaking hammering out of the metal. The
steady, skilled work of the silversmith was necessary to achieve the form that would produce
a clear note, exactly pitched to that of its twin. So also divine masterwork is expended on
believers so that we send out a true signal, and are fitted to serve together. It may be painful
for those who patiently work with us - pastors and teachers (and not only overseers or
evangelists) who work as Paul did for three years night and day, with tears, over the new
disciples in Ephesus.7

'... until He comes' 8
Finally, we serve Christ with the forward prospect of His return, which is so much nearer
than when we first believed. Hear again the stirring notes: 'For the trumpet will sound...
and we shall be changed...'' What an inspiring future we have through our Saviour! But
don't we really want to become more like Him now?
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Mission

God's co-workers
by Mark Imoukhuede, Surulere, Nigeria with Margaret Williams,
Leigh, England
For some years now, the Fellowship website and Mailing Centre
(FMC), acting in conjunction with each other, have brought a steady
stream (about 20 each year) of interested Kenyan contacts to the
attention of Mark Imoukhuede and Godwin Okwena in Nigeria.
Subsequently, with the fellowship of African continental overseers,
Mark has paid exploratory visits to many of those whose names have
been databased in the UK and Nigeria. Regarding his latest trip, he
writes:
'On my return to Kenya, Bibles, which had been paid for at the
Bible Society, were collected and I made my way to Kisii. It is
good to note that contacts were referred to us through Brian
Johnston and Margaret Williams in their coordinated service on
behalf of the Fellowship website and Mailing Centre. Various
groups of contacts which had been compiled were met with in their
local settings to enable on-the-spot assessment of their level of
spiritual understanding and development.'
Mark visited one group of up to 40 persons in one place (at Kenyenya,
Kisii) for four days before proceeding to another area (Mogonga,
Nyamache) where he was with a group of some 20 persons, teaching
them for two days. There were two sessions daily on basic Bible
subjects and Mark found among them an eagerness to start practising
Acts 2:42. One person Mark met there was Pastor Thomas who had
been in touch with Godwin in
2012 and already has an assortment of literature from FMC. Thomas
had been in attendance at the seminar Mark held for the Kenyan
contacts back in May 2012. Mark sent word to him on his arrival in
Kenya in July
2013 and he attended the first session with the Kenyenya group. Mark
writes,
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'It was a great pleasure to spend a further two days of two sessions each with them (at
Mogonga). I have below an extract of the mail Thomas sent on 20th July which I have
forwarded to Bro. G. Okwena. "[Mark] visited ... and spent two days to minister. The first
day he introduced to us the message of salvation and the Church the Body of Christ... We
received a very new revelation about the Church that Jesus Christ builds. On the second
day, he blessed our brethren with 10 Bibles in our native language (Ekegusii). He then
taught on the subject of the Church of God... We felt we should change from old leaven
and build on this new foundation." (Thomas).'
James was another who was first contacted in May 2013, just ahead of Mark's recent visit.
On Mark's return to Kenya in July 2013, he also gave him a call and so was able to visit the
group at Omokoyo-Nduru for two days, using the same materials as in previous locations.
About 25-30 gathered for the sessions. There were more students among them who showed
much interest. They have no affiliations.
Sarah's name was another that had been forwarded by FMC after her enquiries and Mark was
also able to contact her. As she is studying in Nairobi she was able to visit Mark and linked
him with her father Peter, a pastor with the Kilgoris Masai Mission. This led to Mark's first
visit to the Masai-land.
While visiting one of the above groups, Mark received an e-mail from FMC in the UK giving
details of an enquirer with a postal address in Ogembo which was providentially close to
where Mark was on the day he received the e-mail, so he contacted him immediately and this
led to meetings with him and another member of their 5-man Bible study group. They have
keen interest in the truth, particularly when they are shown things from the Scriptures. These
two men joined the study sessions in Mogonga. They requested a visit with their group, but
time did not permit. They are mature family men with no affiliation to any denomination and
suitable for follow-up.
It's good to hear the other side of the story, which we can share as the brother Mark refers to
also gave his feedback to FMC:
'Dear Sister Margaret, Greetings ... I need to let you know we met with brother Mark ...
through your effort of connecting me to him. We were very blessed with the wonderful
teachings he taught us for the few days we met. The teachings were about Churches of
God and the Church the Body of Christ... Yours in Christ, Jeremiah'
Over and above all this, Mark reports:
'It is always a joy when God opens doors of witness to the truth in circumstances one
never anticipated. I met two Christian gentlemen in the hotel where I lodged in Keroka
discussing the subject of Holy Spirit
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baptism and I was moved to join them. Carey and Vincent are lovers of Bible truth.'
From our vantage point at FMC it's a great privilege to 'eavesdrop' on Mark and Vincent's
e-correspondence and sense something of the thrill of the leading of God's Spirit in their
meeting.
Vincent says, "I feel a lot of joy in me that God can create such a momentous opportunity,
such a great miracle to meet in such an unexpected place and time as we met yesterday. I
remember you said the Spirit bade you to stop when you heard us talking about 'Spiritual
Baptism'. My spirit loved what was coming out of you as we shared together."
Mark followed up and urged him to visit our website, saying: 'It was a great privilege to be
in your company in that God-appointed hour. I am a great believer in the fact that our God is
the God of economy who does not and never wastes anything. May His purpose for our
meeting be realized for His glory.'
Vincent then replied:
'I have visited the [Fellowship web]site you gave me (www.churchesofgod.info) and I
am pleased that it is nothing but God's Word. I was reading the article in the website
about "the Pope's offer to Anglicans" [a version of Peter Hickling's article in this
magazine] and I got this word: "...but we go on to say that Scripture takes precedence
over church traditions." This has truly excited me the more. It is the truth ... My dear
brother, if you remember that very godly, miraculous meeting we had in Keroka (Kenya),
at that Hotel up the stairs (Hotel Capry), when you were passing by and you heard us
conversing about spiritual baptism, and as you said, "the Spirit bade you to stop by" ... I
thank God for that short call, it has created wonders. Now I am joined with a fellow
brother in the Word of God from such a far place as Nigeria (from Kenya). And if you
remember Bro. Mark, how I contributed to the small but great fellowship that "Christians
need to come to the same platform of understanding ... and that we need to come together
and be made as one people, one nation, even as God is one. If you remember my dearest
brother Mark, [when] I was commenting that we surely need to be united together as one
people" ... you emphasized that, "as Christians we need to reach a common understanding
of the Word of God as inspired by the Holy Spirit, so that we can be people who, even if
we be in different places, we are bound together in the same faith in Christ". Brother, I
have now read the same in the website ("That a major concern of the Holy Spirit as
revealed in the Bible is the promotion of unity among Christian disciples") and it has
surely blessed my soul. [He then also quoted verbatim a further 6 bullet points from the
third page of our statement of beliefs on the web which develop this spiritual promotion of
unity into clear teaching concerning
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God's house.] Bro. Mark, it has been a great blessing to visit the website. I left a comment
just needing to know more of the beliefs.'
We have since followed this up again from the UK, and he writes this time to us:
'I am greatly pleased to read the beliefs of the churches of God ... I am greatly pleased by
the emphasis on unity of faith among believers in the Kingdom of God, as it used to be in
the ancient church depicted in the Bible. Kindly share with me more about your beliefs in
the churches of God. Thanks and God bless. Bro. Vincent (at Kericho).'
Margaret replied:
'Today I have mailed a package to you containing the current issue of the magazine
Needed Truth which is the teaching magazine of the Churches of God and two booklets
which we hope will be of help in your study of the Word. Needed Truth is published
quarterly and I have added your details to our regular mailing list. I have also received a
message from Mark Imoukhuede and now realise how you met up with him - indeed
proof that God has His plan and carries it out according to His will. Yours in His service,
Margaret Williams.'
Vincent replied:
'Dear Beloved Sister Margaret, I will appreciate very much the magazines and the booklets.
Thanks indeed for adding me into your regular mailing list. By God's grace, I am looking
forward to actually being united together in the faith in the Lord Jesus Christ... Glory to
God when you will say you have real Christian brethren in Kenya while we also say that we
have real Christian brethren in Nigeria. The testimony I got when we met with Bro. Mark
was that of a living testimony of salvation, one which saw us agreeing by pronouncing
"Amen" many times. When I have received the booklets, I will share the same with my
fellow believers here so that they also can learn from them. I am foreseeing a situation
whereby we shall be united having the same faith in Christ.'
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My Damascus road
experience
An interview with Roxanne Morris, Kingston, Jamaica
Would you tell us briefly what happened?
I was heading home with my daughter Janelle and niece Yanique. At
that time my husband Mike was working out of town, and came
home on weekends. That night in April 2008 we took a familiar route
home, but really not our regular one. We live on a short cul-de-sac
and as I turned the corner I noticed that the car behind me had also
turned. It suddenly sped past me, then turned around and was coming
back towards us. I immediately sensed danger and asked the Lord for
His covering and just started honking the horn. I tried unsuccessfully
to back up. Then the nightmare began.
Two men with guns came from the other car and jumped in beside us one by me, the other by my niece. I clung to the steering wheel praying
and kept honking the horn. The man beside me kept shouting
expletives for me to shut up or else. Calmly, I said, "In the name of
Jesus, why would you want to do that?" More expletives, then the
driver in the other car swore and shouted, "Why don't you just snuff
them out (kill them)?" to which I just looked down and said, "Now in
the name of Jesus why would you want to do that?" Jan jumped out,
but one of the men jumped out after her, pointing the gun and
demanding to know where she was going. I jumped out too and again
said, "In the name of Jesus, leave her alone" and encouraged her to
come back in the vehicle, which we both did.
All this time I had a sense of calm and felt the angels of God
encamping around us (Ps.34:7).
Apparently, the operation was taking too long. They then shouted at
us to get out of the car. We jumped out, and they sped away with
quite a few of our earthly
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possessions - including my passport (which I had with me to complete the application form
for a Canadian visa to go to the Ontario Sisters' Weekend!).
All this happened within a few minutes, but somehow seemed like eternity.
That must have been devastating; how did you deal with the initial emotional impact?
After the incident, we all cried and then huddled up to pray. I remember Yanique saying
she wanted to pray first and in her prayer she asked the Lord to have mercy on the
criminals; we were really moved by that.
I cannot remember if we slept that night, but in the morning I realized that it wasn't a
nightmare - it actually happened. Jan and Yan went into informal counselling. I just kept
telling my story and became a nervous wreck if I happened to be on the road in the night.
When I told my story online, it was then that I realized just how many persons had had similar
experiences. Women are usually the victims and security personnel warn that one shouldn't
resist, but just give the attackers what they want. A few weeks after our ordeal, a young
lady had resisted and was killed right there in her car.
How do you find that your experience provides you with opportunities to empathize
with others or witness about what happened?
It gave me a tremendous opportunity to witness as I told 'my story' to the drivers of the
various taxis I had to take for a few weeks while I had no car. Even now I use it to talk
about the Lord's grace and power.
What can other people do to help someone who has suffered this kind of attack?
Unfortunately, I still remember remarks made by some people and I keep praying for these
thoughts to be erased from my memory. Unless you have a similar experience it really is
difficult to understand the psychological impact that it has. It takes time to heal and one
should try to understand that the individual may, for example, never want to drive again. I
think that by reaching out, offering to come and pray or just to talk, is helpful, but the most
important thing is not to say, "Why didn't you...?" or "Pity you didn't..." or "Didn't you think
of...?" because, believe you me, it still pains me to think of what I could have done and
didn't do!
What other lessons has this experience provided?
On the practical side, it has taught me to be ever so conscious of my surroundings, to be
more alert and to have a plan if I suspect I’m being followed. But, more importantly, I called
this my Damascus Road experience because so many things in my life changed after that - It
taught me the fragility of life and that at every single minute we should be so prepared and in
tune with the Lord, for Him to take full control in every situation. I literally felt as if a shield
had been put around us on that night. We lost a lot of our personal possessions:
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two laptops, shoes, credit cards, bank books and so many other unnecessary things we
(especially women) drive around with. The most important thing is that our lives were spared.
We were left emotionally scarred, but renewed and strengthened in God's love, mercy and
grace. Things that we chase after in life are just so temporal and really shouldn't matter;
yes, we count them as blessings, but in a minute they can be taken away.
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Christians and Muslims

An agreement?
by Peter Hickling, Cromer, England
Fundamentals?
On October 13th 2007 138 Muslim leaders addressed an open letter to
the leaders of all Christian churches, urging them to agree on the
things which, they said, were the common basis of the two faiths.
They wrote: 'Muslims and Christians together make up well over
half of the world's population. Without peace and justice between
these two religious communities, there can be no meaningful peace in
the world. The future of the world depends on peace between
Muslims and Christians. The basis for this peace and understanding
already exists. It is part of the very foundational principles of both
faiths: love of the One God, and love of the neighbour. These
principles are found over and over again in the sacred texts of Islam
and Christianity. The Unity of God, the necessity of love for Him,
and the necessity of love of the neighbour is thus the common
ground between Islam and Christianity.' 1 This assertion raises two
basic questions: 'Is it true?' and 'What should we do?'

Is it true?
It is true that there is a superficial agreement, in that both faiths teach
love for God and love for neighbour, but there is a fundamental
difference. The basis of Christian belief is faith in Christ as the
divine Son of God, who took a human body so that He could give
Himself to die for our salvation. Muslims place great stress on the
unity of God, explicitly denying that He can have any 'associate' or
'partner', and they will not accept the deity of Christ. It is true that
there are some quasi-Christian groups, such as the Jehovah's
Witnesses, who will not accept it either, but that simply shows that
they are not true Christians. The attitude to
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Christ is the touchstone of Christian faith. Christians do, indeed, believe that there is one
God, but He is a more complex being than we might think without revelation to help us. The
Bible teaches, and Christians believe, that the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit can equally
be addressed as God, but nonetheless there is one God. Thus there can be no agreement
between Christians and Muslims on 'foundational principles'. However, this does not mean
that there cannot be peace between them. Most wars that are ostensibly about religious
differences are in fact about political or commercial power; that is, they arise from human
nature in its worst aspects.

What should we do?
Christians are specifically forbidden by their Lord to hate anyone. He said, "But I say to you
who hear, Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you, pray
for those who abuse you. To one who strikes you on the cheek, offer the other also, and from
one who takes away your cloak do not withhold your tunic either."2 Although the Koran
teaches, 'Let there be no compulsion in religion',3 there are a number of states throughout the
world where Islam is the dominant religion and Christian preaching is forbidden by law.
Even Christian believers meeting together have to do it clandestinely. Yet the Lord's words
apply to their situation; His grace is needed to put them into action. 'Love your enemies'
cannot be done without it.
References:
(1) On the Occasion of the EID al-Filtr al-Mubarak October 13th 2007 (2) Lk.6:27-29 ESV
(3) Al-Baqarah, 2:256
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Out of the storm
by Stephen McCabe, Belfast, N. Ireland
What a moment for Job. After struggling with suffering, agonising over
the meaning of the pain that has ravaged his life, the Lord Himself
answers him - out of the whirlwind.1 God spoke out of the storm (NIV).
Perhaps we conceive of conversation with God as a comfortable, cosy,
thing. It wasn't like that for Job.
What did God say? "Where were you when I laid the foundation of
the earth?"2 God asks Job the question that confounds human
knowledge and experience. He then proceeds to describe His
sovereign role in cosmology,3 meteorology4 and zoology.5 It is a
staggering passage, beautiful in its poetry and profound in its
theological implications.
Again comes the intensity of the whirlwind,6 buffeting Job with
questions that drive home the contrast between God's all-knowing and
all-powerful perspective on the world and our own.
When we get that sense of God's perspective, we must ask: who are
we, before God? All earthly knowledge falls flat when we
experience that One who is the infinite source of being. Confronted
with the fount of immeasurable knowledge and power, Job is left in
humility. "I know that you can do all things ... I have uttered what 1
did not understand, things too wonderful for me, which I did not
know."7
In life, the whirlwind, the storm can be intense - but if God is
speaking in that situation, then it is for our good. Let's make sure we
are listening - that will mean spending time in His Word, not just
when we are enjoying a spiritual 'high', but during the storm as well.
And if we experience Him speaking out of the storm, we will come
away with the same sentiment as Job -awe at glimpsing His
perspective.
That's how it is with God. Even in the storm, we never lose hope
because we are in relationship with the One
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who is sovereign over all things - the animal world, the atmospheric circulation of the earth,
the creation and upholding of the universe ... everything. Like Job, with the LORD, the
end of the journey is always more blessed than the beginning.8
For I consider that the sufferings of this present time are not worth comparing with the glory
that is to be revealed to us.9
References:
(1) Job 38:1 (2) Job 38:4 (3) Job 38:4-21 (4) Job 38:22-38 (5) Job 38:39-39:30
(6) Job 40:6-41:26 (7) Job 42:2-3 (8) Job 42:12 (9) Rom.8:18-25
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